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Club News and Views
Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
At this time of the year it‟s become
traditional to regale you briefly with details
of some of my Christmas presents – not that
you really give a toss one way or the other,
of course.

followed by our trusty Treasurer Gordon,
G3USR, telling us all about a wee
„DXpedition to Sebatik Island‟, aye.
We then have Yuri Sushkin, N3QQ, filling
us in on „KL7RRC Expedition to Chirikof
Island‟. As Editor I had to fill in loads of
English definite and indefinite articles here ie „a‟ and „the‟ - seeing as our Russian
friends tend to leave them out. All good
stuff anyway. I was also most intrigued by
the name of one of the Alaskan islands they
went to, Chirikof Island. I mean, when have
you ever had a cough which was cheery?

No, nothing amateur radio. No state-of-theart FT-5000, dammit – or high-gain,
multiband log periodic atop one of those
mega-pricey Luso towers. The latter
admittedly a somewhat tricky acquisition if
you live in a Grade II listing building in the
middle of a Conservation Area. Vintage
Georgian Clifton, Bristol, no less, which
over the New Year period found itself at the
epicentre of a major murder inquiry. “I say,
chaps!”

Racing ahead now, on page 35 veteran
globetrotter Peter Chadwick, G3RZP (he
gets around a bit, does Peter...), continues
his „Workshop Tips and Techniques‟. Oh,
and here I‟m sure that Peter won‟t mind me
telling you that he originally headed this
article
„Worksop
[sic]
Tips
and
Techniques‟. A very understandable typo,
seeing as if I‟m not very much mistaken
Peter originally comes from Worksop.

Be all that very much as it was, I did have
some great Christmas presents. Such
indisputable goodies as a DVD of organ
music by the French composer Alexandre
Guilmant. Born in Boulogne, one gathers.
But then I suppose somebody has to be.
There again, a book just out, a history of the
Great Western Railway. Plenty to get
steamed up about there. Or how about a
plastic tomato designed to dispense (yes,
you‟ve guessed it...) tomato ketchup – and
highly reminiscent of those Wimpy Bars of
old. It‟s safe to say that Jane liked this
present of mine least.

I hasten to add that last time round Peter‟s
interesting „Workshop Tips and Techniques‟
encouraged more „E-mails to the Editor‟
(see page 37) than we‟ve had for a long
time. Well, apart from those reactions to
Roger/G3SXW‟s views a while back on...
now what was it? Ah yes, DXpedition
funding or some such.

But the radio is really what you want to hear
about it, isn‟t it? And what‟s inside this 56page edition of the Digest? Well, if you turn
back to page 1 you can immediately find out
for yourself. It‟s all there.

Which is more than enough from me. Says
he, about to tuck into one of the many bars
of hazelnut milk chocolate he also got for
Christmas. Why they will insist on giving
me this sort of stuff, that I really don‟t
know. Happy New Year!

And kicking off our DXpedition section on
page 12 we have a report by „I2YSB and the
team‟ on „5V7TT, October 2010‟. Yes, “To
go, or not To go?” They went. This is

73 Martyn, G3RFX
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

May I start this first CC of 2011 by wishing
all CDXC members a Happy and
Prosperous New Year. I, like many, now
track my DXCC totals per year using the
excellent tools in ClubLog. A statistic I
track is the ratio of QSOs to DXCCs in a
year; interestingly, my total number of
DXCCs worked seems to track my activity
level rather than sunspot cycles per se.
There is only one message here for me: get
on the bands more.

responding that their system shows no
recorded complaints in that area. If you
haven‟t done so recently, take a look at the
RSGB EMC webpage (www.rsgb.org/emc).
This has a wealth of information and there is
an online form for reporting EMC problems
(but remember the point above – Ofcom
need to know about it too).
Changing the subject, I‟ve been made aware
of some comments which appeared in a
local club‟s newsletter which accuse CDXC
of being an elitist club filled with members
who are all very rich with big antennas and
towers. The author, a recently resigned
member, goes on to suggest that the
DXpeditions we support could only be
worked by a quarter of the membership and
those with 75W and wire antennas will
never get through. What a load of twaddle!
Yes, of course I would expect to find that
the UK‟s top DXers are CDXC members
and that skews our distribution for towers
and antennas – but many, many of our
members live in residential areas with
nothing better than a dipole – and they do
work the DXpeditions, trust me, they do.

I‟m not a great one for New Year‟s
Resolutions, but perhaps we should all set
ourselves a couple. The first would be to
abide by, and spread widely, the DX Code
of Conduct (http://dx-code.org/). The
second would be to help educate, or „Elmer‟
as the Americans would have it, anyone you
know who doesn‟t abide by it. A recent
example of PU2xxx calling CN2R and
causing QRM in the process has done the
rounds of the Reflectors. It shows a keen
operator trying to work DX who, most
probably, does not realise what he is doing
wrong. This guy doesn‟t need chastising, he
needs helping. Let‟s try to make some
progress on this in 2011. We can fix this
problem within the hobby and without
recourse to government agencies.

CDXC is not for everyone, but it is the best
DX Club I know and produces the best radio
magazine I read. If you disagree, please say
so – preferably though a letter to these
pages. CDXC strives to be inclusive – an
interest in DXing and good operating
technique are, and should be, the
qualifications for membership.

Which leads me neatly on to Deliberate
QRM and the RSGB Spectrum Forum. We
had a useful annual meeting in November
where we covered many topics. Three that
stand out to me as relevant to CDXC are:
adherence to the 40m band plan – please do
so; operation below 1.810 MHz, particularly
in contests (yes, it‟s all too easy to click on
that Caribbean „spot‟ without looking at the
dial!) and reporting EMC problems to
Ofcom. This last one is important because
when the RSGB meet with Ofcom to argue
our points, they don‟t want Ofcom

By the time you read this, DXØDX should
be filling our Log Books and VP8ORK will
be en route for another rare one. Can I also
remind you to put the LF challenge in your
diaries. It runs for the whole of March and
details are elsewhere in this Digest.
73 Chris, G3SVL
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President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

I hope all our members had a very Happy
Christmas and wish you all a prosperous
and very healthy New Year.

enclosed with this Digest - or via the
website.
Trish and I have been persuaded to hold the
AGM and Summer Social again at LWB on
Saturday‟ 16 July. We don‟t want to
dominate this event, but we do have the
space, even if the weather is poor, and North
Herefordshire
is
probably
equally
inconvenient for everyone! Let‟s hope for
fine weather like last year. We look forward
to seeing lots of our friends with their other
halves. The facility to book these events
online via the CDXC website should be
available by the time you read this.

We have continued to raise the profile of
CDXC and recently had a display at the
Martin Lynch‟s hog roast to celebrate
Martin‟s 20 years in amateur radio. Several
of us managed to get there despite the
appalling weather and it was great fun. Lots
of bacon rolls, coffees and the hog roast
with crispy crackling was great. There were
many CDXC members there and we had a
few more joiners. But I was personally most
impressed with the number of Martin‟s
customers who spoke so highly of the
service he provides. Well done Martin!

Members will note that in this Digest we
have a few articles about DXpeditions to
rare IOTA islands sponsored by IREF. We
make a substantial contribution to IREF
each year as the IREF Board is well
qualified to determine which island
DXpeditions to support. We are discussing
ideas with IREF as to how we can increase
our profile through these activities.

We‟re getting good press in RadCom
nowadays thanks to Elaine Richards
G4LFM, the Editor. We have had quite a
few mentions and pictures in recent months
– these really help to raise the profile of
CDXC. Elaine will be coming to the CDXC
Summer Social this year (see later) – it will
be great to see her.

The DX Code of Conduct – is this working?
A big question, but listening to the ZL7A
and ZL8X DXpeditions on 40m SSB, both
their transmitting frequencies seemed
reasonably clear. I could hear each of them
for up to eight hours each day on 40m with
the new four square. The operators were
good, disciplined and persistent in getting a
station in the log.

In the photo pages you will see a picture of
the Henry Lewis Cup. Martin, G4HKS,
came up with the idea that we should
celebrate Henry/G3GIQ‟s, 80th birthday. As
many of you know, Henry is a great IOTA
enthusiast, so we agreed that CDXC and
ML & S would jointly fund a cup for the
winners of a UK Section of the IOTA
Contest. We had hoped to have a picture of
Henry with the Cup, but this was not
possible as unfortunately he had been
unwell recently and is in the process of
moving to the West Country.

But the pile-ups were as rowdy as ever and
were ignoring the DX station‟s instructions.
When a DX station asks for the “G4A”, why
does the entire world keep calling? A good
operator will persist until he gets that
“G4A” in the log, so all those daft callers
are slowing down the process and wasting
time. I noticed that one of the ZL8X
operators said on occasions “Try 7131” or

Two dates for your diaries: on Saturday, 19
March, we will hold the annual CDXC
Dinner again in Wyboston. Our limit is 60,
so do book early using the booking form
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We‟ve had many requests for LF contacts
from T32 and will be making a real effort
on all LF bands. We are at present
considering some innovative solutions on
the receiving side. Keep an eye on the
website at www.t32c.com.

similar just once. Only two or three of the
calling stations heard this, jumped to 7.131
MHz and made a QSO straight away. This
is a technique used, incidentally, by the
FSDXA team and we too find very few
people hear that short message. The
discipline of the pile-ups needs to be much
improved. Only time will tell whether this is
achieved.

Another development involves use of a
tracker in the container. This will activate
from time to time as the container wends its
way via Singapore and Suva in Fiji to
Kiritimati (Christmas Island). We hope to
be able to show updates on the T32C
website. Hopefully the container won‟t end
up in Somalia, but at least we will know if it
does!

The T32C planners are all working hard
with the current priority to get the container
away to T32 in early February. We have 48
boxes of radios (16 Yaesu FT-5000
transceivers, 16 VL-1000 linears and 16
VP-1000 power supplies), two very large 10
KVA generators, masses of antennas, masts,
stakes etc., all weighing round 8 tonnes.
Chairman Chris, G3SVL, is heading up this
task and is doing a marvellous job. I‟ve
done this for our past four DXpeditions and
know what is involved – it is a formidable
task.

Enjoy 2011.
Vy 73

New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new
members:
Call

Name

Location

GØMMI
G5CL

Cliff Underhill
Ryan Pike

Waddesdon
Aylesbury

HK3W

Siso Hennessey

Miami

MØIKW
MØSMJ

Gary Cannon
Michael Seward

Scarborough
Bude
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CDXC Annual Dinner 2011
Saturday, 19 March 2011, at 7:30pm, Wyboston Lakes, Bedfordshire

The CDXC 2011 Annual Dinner will be held at Wyboston Lakes, the venue that hosted us very
successfully for the last three years. We will have the same private room and you will be
entertained by an after-dinner speaker. The Dinner is again at 7pm for 7:30. However, as the
afternoon event was so successful last year, there will be another afternoon presentation again
this year. So why not come along any time from 3pm, join in an interesting presentation and do
some pre-socialising before the main event? Tea and coffee will be available all day and the bar
will be open from noon until midnight.
The Annual Dinner is one of the two social events in the CDXC calendar and certainly not to be
missed. So, as they say, book early to avoid disappointment.
How do I to book?
Please book electronically if at all possible: On the CDXC website follow News & Events –
Events Calendar – 2011 Annual Dinner and follow the registration instructions. Or: E-mail
Secretary Tony at sec@cdxc.org.uk with your booking details and pay £35 per person by online
bank transfer to CDXC, sort code 60-60-02, account 44532385. Please quote your personal
callsign as your reference.
Alternatively: Complete the booking details in this Digest and return by ordinary mail to Tony,
G4LDL, 1 Dovetrees, Covingham, Swindon, SN3 5AX with your cheque made payable to
„CDXC‟ for £35 per person.
Please note that we have a strict limit on numbers. To ensure a fair allocation of places it will be
first come, first served. On receipt of your booking and payment details, Tony will send you a
unique booking reference. Please note that whichever way your booking is made, it is not
confirmed until you have received your unique booking reference from Tony.
Where exactly is the venue?
The Dinner will be held at The Waterfront Centre, Wyboston Lakes, Great North Road,
Wyboston, Bedfordshire, MK44 3AL (as last year.). Wyboston Lakes are located at the junction
of the A1 and the A428.
Can I stay overnight at Wyboston?
Yes. Book direct on (0845) 2300 666 and quote „CDXC‟. The room rate is £70 single occupancy
or £80 double occupancy.
Is there any alternative overnight accommodation?
Yes, at the Premier Inn located across the road from the Wyboston Centre main entrance. The
current rate is around £50 per room, with breakfast £7.50 extra. Book direct on (0871) 527
9024 or online at www.premierinn.com and select „St Neots (A1/Wyboston)‟.
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Or at the Travelodge located 2 miles south on the A1. Currently on offer at £50 per room,
breakfast extra (Little Chef). Book direct on (0871) 984 6010 or online at www.travelodge.co.uk
and select „Bedford Wyboston‟.
Any other questions?
Please contact Tony, G4LDL, at sec@CDXC.org.uk or by telephone on (01793) 525523.
_____________________________________________________________________

CDXC LF Challenge 2011
It‟s time to get on the LF bands and work as many DXCCs as you can in the month of March
2011. There are no significant rule changes this year, but we have added a deadline for entries
and have improved the Awards slightly. So here are the details - and good luck, everyone!
When:

0001 GMT 1st March 2011 to 2359 GMT 31st March 2011

Where:

160m, 80m and 40m only

Modes:

Any within your licence

Power:

Any within your licence

Eligibility:

The LF Challenge is open to any licensed amateur worldwide, but only fully
paid-up members of the CDXC are eligible to receive Awards.

Scoring:

Each DXCC entity scores 1 point and is counted once only, regardless of how
many bands or how many modes that entity is worked on.

Log entry:

Via upload to Clublog and electing to enter the 2011 LF Challenge on the
Clublog website. Regular uploading of your log during the month is
encouraged - once per week is preferred - as this helps to drive the Challenge
and provides a spectator sport for all to see. Electronic logs in ADIF format
may be e-mailed to Jim, MØZAK, to arrive no later than the closing date, but
uploading to ClubLog is preferred. Paper logs will not be accepted.

Log
Verification:

No QSLs are required, but in the event of a dispute the CDXC Committee may
request a photocopy or print-out of applicants‟ logs.

Closing date:

All logs must be uploaded or e-mailed by 2359 on 10th April 2011

Trophies:

The Penallt Trophy, given in memory of Allan Phillips, GWØBIC, will be
awarded to the CDXC member with the highest number of DXCCs worked.
The Tindle Cup will be awarded to the runner-up. Trophies will be awarded at
the CDXC AGM/Summer Social in July 2011 and will be held for 1 year.

Salvers:

The top three placed entrants and the entrants with the highest score on each of
the 3 bands will receive an engraved salver to keep. Salvers will be posted
approximately two months after the closing date.

Certificates:

Certificates of merit will be awarded to the entrants placed overall 4th to 10th.
Certificates will be e-mailed in PDF format approximately two months after
the closing date. A hard copy certificate will be available on request.
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DX an’ all that
Don Field, G3XTT
Well, it‟s been and gone. What? ZL8X, of
course. A hugely successful operation (just
look at the numbers), although often highly
frustrating from the UK. This was by no
means the fault of the ZL8X team, but down
to the vagaries of el sol. Oh for those
halcyon days when a flea-power IOTA
expedition to the Pacific could be worked
easily from the UK on 10m. This must
sound like science fiction to anyone who
has come to the bands within the last seven
or eight years. 9Q5ØON did a great job too.
I was impressed by the way they persevered
on 160m on those nights when they clearly
had a high local noise level. It was a very
welcome new one for me on that band and
no doubt for many other Digest readers, too.
The north/south path did, of course, make
this a much easier nut to crack than the ZL8.

don@g3xtt.com

know personally have had demanding but
successful careers which have prevented
them from being serious DX chasers over
the years but, in retirement, they have the
time and funds to commit to the DX chase
in a serious way.
But for the rest it‟s often a case of trying to
get a few new band/slots in the bag with
limited facilities and a lack of time. So the
question is, where to focus the energies?
The good news with ZL8X was that they
were active for a couple of weeks, so at least
it wasn‟t necessary to try and do everything
simultaneously. And the daily updates of
logs and news allowed a picture to emerge
pretty quickly (again with thanks to
Marios‟s software) of the peak times for
propagation, by band, based on actual QSOs
made with your DXCC country (GM, GW,
etc.; each had somewhat different
propagation, so the country-specific graphs
were particularly handy).

Chasing the ZL8
The chase for the ZL8 reminded me of the
many times that I have been faced with
needing an expedition on multiple bands
and having to formulate a strategy. For
those with acres of land and multiple
towers, plus time on their hands, the issue
doesn‟t really exist. Just hang around and
work the DX as it appears on whatever band
it happens to be at the time. I notice a few
such chasers who appear high on the league
tables these days as and when major
expeditions take place (the band/mode
tables that appear on expedition websites are
an endless source of fascination). Most
(including ZL8X) use code developed by
our own Marios GØWWW/5B4WN,
although not always with acknowledgement). Incidentally, what is perhaps
significant about those particular DX
chasers is that most have appeared
somewhat late in life and still have some
way to go to reach the heights of the ARRL
DXCC Challenge. At least some of those I

Just to take my own case, I needed ZL8 on
10, 12, 17, 30, 80 and 160m, and on SSB
(yes, I already had ZL8 on RTTY, but not
on Phone!). I had mentally ruled out 10 and
12m, as not being feasible in the current
sunspot climate and, in the event, this turned
out to be correct. 17 and 30m would be nice,
but were not essential in the sense that a
future, more modest expedition should be
most workable on those bands.
But here we had what could well be a
unique opportunity to chase ZL8 on the LF
bands. Very few teams have been able to
secure permission to overnight on the island
and very few teams are likely to have LF
operators of the calibre of DL3DXX and the
like. So this, to my mind, was where the
major focus of my energies should be. So
much so that, after the first couple of days
of struggling, and failing, with my small log
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periodic (Tennadyne T6) to get a quick SSB
QSO on 20m I took it down, extended the
60ft Versatower to 80 ft with a suitable
scaffold pole, and put up the LF wires at a
greater height. I also hung a 30m sloper
from the 60ft point, hoping this would give
me an easy new one on that band. The
result, about a week into the operation, was
that I had put ZL8X into the log on 30 and
80m CW with relative ease, but 160m
eluded me, largely due to a high local noise
level on the band which I never used to have
in days gone by. I simply had not heard
them on 160m (even more frustrating that
G3PQA, G3ZSS and G4CCZ, all quite close
to me, had by then all made Top Band
QSOs).

I guess many of us have to go through the
same contortions for an expedition to a
tough area (tough propagation-wise, that is,
which, from the UK, usually means the
Pacific). The problem is that signals seem to
come in at a low angle, so very good
vertical systems are de rigeur for the low
bands and high Yagis for the high bands.
Unless, of course, you happen to live by the
sea, when the calculations are somewhat
different.
As a great example Alan, G4NXG,
abandoned his usual mobile operation in the
first instance to ensure at least one ZL8
QSO, borrowing a local station with a high
Yagi. But, with that in the bag, he tried
again from his mobile and made a contact as
G4NXG/M (on SSB, as always in his case).
How? Because he had the good sense to
park right by the sea. It was more noticeable
than usual, at least in my view, that ZL8X
was coming in at very low angles. DXers
near the coast were often reporting good
signals from ZL8X when those of us farther
inland could hear them only very weakly or
not at all.

So I then had a further conundrum: do I
keep my focus on 160m, or do I try and get
that missing SSB contact (the only DXCC
entity I still needed on the mode). To heck
with it, I decided to dig out my ancient but
worthy Hy-Gain 204BA and get it up in the
air, a task which took a couple of hours one
cold but sunny morning. The ads describe
the 204BA as a „small‟ monobander, but I
do find it knocks spots off most tribanders. I
had noticed that the best time (surprisingly)
for 20m seemed to be late afternoon and,
sure enough, around teatime that day I put
ZL8X in the log on 20 SSB on the second
call. Indeed, they may well have come back
to my first call, but even with the
monobander they were at ESP level with me
that day. More on that subject in a moment!

Think of the situations in a contest where
the „big gun‟ US stations, for example,
come in well before other US stations but,
once the band is well open and the MUF has
gone higher, those „big guns‟ (think
W3LPL, K3LR and the like) are not
significantly louder than any of the others.
Their high Yagis and stacks, with their low
radiation angles, open up the band, but once
the band is well open and arrival angles are
higher, then the more modestly equipped
stations are at less of a disadvantage.

Anyway, with that in the bag, the
monobander came down and the 160m
antenna went back up. First contact on 160
that evening was VK6GX, closely followed
by HL5IVL, who was a new country for me
on the band, so things looked promising but,
as seems to be the way, I never did catch
ZL8X on 160m and my focus on that band
meant I never got the HF Yagi back up to
try and catch them on 17m. 17, as I said
before, is less of a worry, as it should be
doable on a future expedition, but I will
probably end my amateur radio career
without ZL8 on 160m, sad to say.

In the case of ZL8X, the bands never did
really „open‟ – propagation was generally
marginal, at best (from the UK – their QSO
totals show that they had pretty good
propagation somewhere, or they would
never have achieved those numbers).
Again, I suspect it was all to do with solar
activity (or lack thereof), along with the fact
that the path to the UK came in right
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Antipodes, anyone?

through the auroral zone. And from my own
point of view it was unfortunate that their
location on the island meant that the longpath to the UK, via the South Pole, was
pretty much a non-starter. My QTH is on a
south-facing slope of the Chilterns – I have
a great take-off to the south, looking down
towards the Thames, but the Chilterns rise a
further 200ft or so behind me, and
experience suggests that this really does
penalise me in that direction. Unfortunately,
not all DXers can live on a hilltop – our
choice of house is often dictated by other
factors (like shops, schools, work and £££).

I saw this on the Internet and it‟s quite
fascinating. If you haven‟t already taken a
look, have a play:
(Posted by K9YNF) "For those of you
[North Americans] who tried and failed to
dig through to China as kids, here is a very
cool antipode map. Note that the antipode
for Milwaukee has you diggers exiting the
sea floor in the Indian Ocean off
Australia." This map program lets you find
the exact opposite side of the globe from
any point: http://www.antipodemap.com/.

Anyway, it‟s all good clean fun, despite the
QRM that increasingly seems to dog major
expeditions. Big operations of this sort bring
the CDXC Reflector to life which, to many
of us, adds to the whole atmosphere of the
chase, even if it is frustrating to see that
GØxxx, or whoever, has just knocked off
the DX on 7 bands and is asking about
160m SSTV, while you are still trying to get
a first QSO!

That‟s it for another column. A Happy New
Year to one and all, and it looks like being a
good one, with some great expeditions
coming up. Spratly to start with (160m foursquare and much more, and three GM team
members), to T32 and Conway Reef in the
autumn and lots more in between. Again, all
we need are the sunspots. Happy DXing.
73 Don, G3XTT

New CDXC QSL Cards
The original CDXC QSL cards have been around for a while and were in need of a revamp. Jim, MØZAK, has worked with Tony, LZ1JZ, to produce our own QSL card. You
can see examples of the first ones off the press in the photo pages. I paid £50 all up for
my 1,000 cards and as those who already use Tony know, the quality is good and the
turnaround is quick.
So if you want cards, and we would encourage you to use this design as it helps
promote CDXC, then just e-mail Tony (lz1jz@hotmail.com) with your specific data
(name, address etc.) specifying the CDXC design and he will e-mail you your design
within a few days along with a price quote.
For more information go to Tony’s website at www.LZ1JZ.com and click on the CDXC
link on the left-hand side. This is a membership service; CDXC is not involved
commercially in any transaction you have with Tony and receives no royalties, but
benefits from the promotional words on the reverse of the card.
73 Chris, G3SVL
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Togo - 5V7TT October 2010
I2YSB and the team
The call of Africa is strong for us and after
our previous DXpeditions to Niger,
Somalia, Djibouti, Sierra Leone and Ghana,
this year we decided to go to Togo. We had
originally wanted to go to Gabon, but after
many months of trying we had to abort that
idea. When we target a country, we are
looking for the adrenaline rush from the
moment we switch on the radio and get
submerged in huge pile-ups.
Africa,
especially its west coast, provides that for
us.

We then turned our attention to transporting
our kit. At first we planned to use a vertical
antenna array for the low bands, but were
forced to give up to meet our baggage
weight restrictions. Silvano did a great job
fitting three fully-equipped stations into 12
parcels, two for each of us, with weights
less than 23 kg. The PCs and personal
belongings would be carried in our hand
luggage. The three stations were equipped
with the well-proven K3s, two Acom 1000s
and one 500W solid-state amp and two
Spiderbeams, one upgraded for the 30m
band. Finally two verticals for 40-80m and
an inverted „L‟ for 160m. We also took the
small, light 7-band vertical which has been
following us for years.

We contacted Franco, I1FQH, who had been
in Togo in 2009, and who was planning to
be back there in July 2010. Thanks to him
we found good contacts in Lomé and got all
the necessary information to obtain the
licences. We then started to look for a site,
which turned out not to be an easy task.
From the Net we identified a site on the
beach just on the outskirts of Lomé and
immediately contacted the resort manager.
Everything was looking positive and
Franco, who was in Togo operating as
5V7DX, went to visit the site and sent us
some pictures. However, when we tried to
finalise everything with the resort owner we
were informed that our booking had been
refused.

To receive on the low bands we decided to
try some different solutions to compare
them in the field and to validate some
comments found on the Net. We took a
„diamond‟ already used in Ghana one year
ago, a double loop (DHDL), and 200m of
wire to build a Beverage. And then all the
material for the PC network, power supply,
coax, mosquito killers, ropes and pegs, and
other stuff plus an electric coffee machine
and a robust coffee supply!
Obtaining a licence in these countries is
never easy and simple: when talking,
everyone is promising, but rarely is this
followed by action. Thanks to Franco and
his friends in Lomé, we got written
documentation before our departure,
including a precious declaration from the
Communications Authority which stated
that the equipment carried by us was
dedicated for authorised operations. Such
declaration eases the import and export
customs process.

Coco, one of Franco‟s friends in Togo,
talked to the resort‟s owner and he
understood that they were concerned that
our activity might attract the curiosity of the
police and, therefore, to create problems. It
was now the end of July and so it was
necessary to move quickly to look for an
alternative site. Stefano found another resort
on the Togo lake beach, not far from
Togoville, the former capital, 30 km from
Lomé. Unfortunately the Google Earth
imagery was low-definition, so we had no
alternative but to book it and count on our
lucky star.

We left Italy on Saturday the 24th of
October, but not without first finding that
for some unknown reason the trip for
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Marcello, Angelo and Vinicio would end in
Cotonou, Benin - the airport where the flight
lands before the final leg to Lomé in Togo.
After several unsuccessful attempts by the
check-in person we decided to try to solve
the problem in Casablanca during our transit
there. In the end it was all fixed in
Casablanca. And so we landed in Lomé at
0330z and the first obstacle were the
customs. Coco and the uncle of Don
Lorenzo (who is a priest from Togo living in
Northern Italy) were already waiting to help
us, but the customs officer required us to
wait until his boss arrived later that
morning. After a long negotiation, and
thanks to the declaration issued by the
Telecommunication Authority, we got out
of the terminal with our kit by leaving a
€400 deposit and promising to talk with the
chief officer the following day.

The resort was nearly deserted during the
week, but got lively at the weekend, mostly
because of Sunday brunch. The restaurant
has the reputation of being one of the best in
Lomé. The climate is rather hot and wet at
this time of the year, but unfortunately the
water in the lake was not clean enough to
swim in. The sea was just a couple of
kilometres away, but the type of beach and
the backwash waves discouraged us from
going into the water. Luckily there was a
swimming pool in the resort where we often
bathed. We never met any wild or
dangerous animals, even when we walked in
the grass to rotate the Spiderbeam. The
grass was knee-high and full of nettles, but
despite us wearing just sandals we did not
have any accidents.
Having organized several DXpeditions, we
have developed a skill for our set-ups,
always trying to improve and to exploit
propagation openings. We have found that
having all the stations linked by a network
allows continuous monitoring of the bands
and, when one finds favourable conditions,
warning the others in real time. This facility
is available in the N1MM package, but
needs a network which we satisfied with a
dedicated wi-fi net.

The hotel minibus took us the one-hour
journey to the hotel and once we got there
we realised our luck was in. The site was
nice and the rooms were comfortable and
clean. The resort consisted of an array of
little bungalows, 22 rooms in total, just in
front of the lake. We had booked four twinbed rooms at the two ends of the complex,
in order to minimise the interference as
much as possible. The SSB station, the
noisy one, was alone on the northern side,
the CW and RTTY one on the southern side.

A serious failing of the resort was the
absence of an Internet connection. We know
how important it is to get connected to the
Net, so with the assistance of Coco and his
car driver, Alfeo wandered for two days in
the capital to find a solution. We eventually
bought a USB key with GPRS „flat‟ access,
very slow, and at €300 very expensive, but
it was all that was available. As soon as we
got the Internet access we could connect the
SSB station to the packet cluster and later
on all the other devices. Even with the slow
connection we were able to automatically
update the log online every five minutes.
IH9GPI, Giacomo, worked this wonder; he
wrote software to pack the log generated by
N1MM into a few kiilobytes. We hoped this
quick upload would reduce dupes, but we
still had 2,000 dupes at the end, definitely
too many relative to the effort expended to
keep the online log updated.

We immediately started to install the first
station and the relevant antennas - a
Spiderbeam (28/24/21/18/14/30) and a
vertical (40/80). At 1208z the first QSO on
18 MHz CW with EA7KJ was in the log.
While the first station was operating, we
started setting up the second one, but right
at the final step of the Spiderbeam
installation a violent storm started and we
got soaked to the skin: African weather had
just welcomed us! Our frenetic activity of
installing antennas and laying wires caused
a certain concern among the hotel personnel
and the few guests; nevertheless their
curiosity seemed to be satisfied with a few
replies to their questions.
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Once the stations were set up, operations
started full steam. Even though 5V is close
to the 100th most wanted, the pile-ups were
huge, exceeding our more optimistic
expectations. The low bands were
unfortunately rather noisy and we could not
make a big QSO number in spite of our
efforts. We were able to compare various
low-band receiving antennas and we can
confirm that the Beverage looking north
performed well above all the others. The
DHDL, headed to the USA, proved to be
surprisingly efficient on 80m, but on 160m
it performed less than the beverage. The
„diamond‟, compared to the others,
appeared to be deaf.

breaking. As the water in the lake is not
salty, it was sufficient to recover it and to
dismantle the traps and the balun to dry
them out under the sun.
The tropical storm created severe damage to
the power network and the electricity shut
down during night time. The generator was
started, but it stopped four hours later. We
waited for a service engineer from Lomé
and after some time he found damage to the
fuel pump, but then he had to drive back to
Lomé to get the spare part. It was late
afternoon when the generator was repaired exactly as the power from the main net
became available again. We were off the air
for more than eight hours.

The resort bungalows were oriented North –
South, so we were obliged to erect the beam
antennas one behind the other and even
though the distance between them was
approximately 100m, this alignment was the
source of some mutual interference on some
bands. We gained great advantage by being
just in front of a large water surface, which
acted as a reflector towards the North and
West. To exploit the water better, we
installed the small 7-band vertical straight in
the lake and made more than 9,000 QSOs
on CW and RTTY, most of them with just
100W.

After the repeated power failures, one of the
Acom amplifiers stopped working. We
replaced the tube and the antenna vacuum
relay, which are the most sensitive parts and
which we had as spares, but the fault was
still there. We spoke to Acom‟s customer
service department, who diagnosed that in
addition to the tube a control board was
damaged and it would not be possible to fix
it. The broken amplifier sadly went back
into its box and the solid-state amplifier was
moved to the SSB station. But this one too
had some problems, as something was not
working properly in the band filter
switching and often, in certain situations, it
generated spurious output and splatter
which interfered heavily with the other
stations, so that we were often forced to stop
using it. It would have been logical to
expect that the loss of an amplifier and the
abnormal operation of another, both
happening halfway through our expedition,
would heavily hinder our operations, but to
our great astonishment we still had huge
pile-ups both on SSB and CW with Europe,
the USA and Japan. The received reports
were really enthusiastic, our signals were
always strong enough and all this drove us
to reconsider the real necessity to carry
along such big and heavy amplifiers, when
using just 100W allowed us to achieve these
performances.

The precariousness of the electricity supply
seems to be a constant reality in Africa and
almost every day we suffered one or more
power shut-offs lasting for a few minutes or
for hours. In addition to that the weather
was hitting us almost daily with heavy rain
and the related static noise. A big 100 KVA
diesel power generator was available in the
resort to supply the electricity when the
network power failed. The generator start
was manual and, despite several requests,
we were never informed in advance when it
was going to be started or stopped. On the
Friday night in the middle of our expedition,
we were hit by a tropical storm with heavy
rain and strong winds. At first light we
realised that our antennas had not suffered
any damage, apart from the 7-band vertical,
which fell into the water due to a rope
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Our stay was quiet and safe inside the resort
fence, surveyed and protected by guards.
But life outside is a different thing. Togo is
a very poor country and the life style is very
low. The living conditions are precarious,
somewhat mitigated by the efforts of
religious missionaries, many of them Italian.
Looking out at the lake we could see the
piraguas fully loaded with passengers,
propelled with long wooden oars, a number
of tired fishermen busy for the whole day
dropping their nets into the water to get a
few kilos of tiny fish or some crabs, and
others in the water waist-high, fishing with
rudimentary wooden poles. One million of
the 6.5 million Togo inhabitants live in the
capital in low and poor buildings. The
traffic is chaotic, mostly during rush time
and there are plenty of small motorbikes
made in China, often loaded beyond belief.
The Togo economy is based on agriculture,
the export of cacao and extraction of
phosphates, for which Togo is world
number one.

benches on the raw earth. The hygiene is
superficial. We were observed with
curiosity, as is not usual to see a group of
six white-skinned guys walking around.
Nevertheless we never felt unsafe, no one
showed signs of hostility or aggression
towards us - on the contrary, often
somebody greeted us calling some soccer
player‟s name or some Italian team! Having
paid a visit to a couple of the „bars‟ it was
time to get back to the airport and our flight
home.
We can be proud of the over 55,000 QSOs
we made, many with handicapped
equipment, a result that is much better than
we expected. Some other important DXpeditions were on the air at the same time as
us: the Dutch Antilles dissolution had
created four new ones on the air. We would
have expected to face big problems sharing
the bands overlapping the respective pileups. Actually, it did not happen. We could
manage the operations without suffering
problems and without creating problems for
the others.

At the end of our operation, we were due to
fly at 0430, but as the drivers refuse to drive
at night because it could be dangerous, we
agreed with the resort management to leave
at 1900. We were prepared to wait almost
the whole night inside the airport, but after
waking up the customs officers to clear our
goods, Coco, his sister, his uncle and some
friends and relatives, together with the six of
us, went on a Lomé-by-night tour. We
immediately got the impression that none of
the inhabitants remained at home that
Sunday night, as the streets were
overcrowded and noisy. It was a sort of
„beer festival‟ and outside the sheds an
enormous quantity of motorbikes and cars
were parked. A merry crowd was walking
on the streets, sitting in the outdoor „bars‟
drinking, singing, howling to overcome the
noise coming from the full-volume and
deafening music broadcast everywhere.

Finally, some statistics:
Total QSOs

55,604

Unique calls

19,984

USA

9,930

Italy

7,060

Germany

5,380

Japan

3,400

Spain

3,300

Russia

3,000

France

1,800

Further data is available by visiting our
webpage at www.i2ysb.com.
A special thanks goes to all the sponsors,
once again numerous, and to all the friends
who supported us in our efforts.

The „bars‟ are nothing but wooden or steel
plates covered sheds with wooden desks and
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A DXpedition to Sebatik Island
(a place off the coast of another island that most have heard of,
but few know much about, Borneo)
Gordon Rolland, 9M6 / G3USR
Where?

be quite popular on the air. We were not
disappointed.

As you may know, Borneo is an island in
the Western Pacific, between the Sulu and
Java Seas, part of the Malay Archipelago,
southwest of the Philippines. It is enormous
at about 290,000 square miles, much of
which is mountainous and densely forested.
It is also the third-largest island in the world
and is divided into Kalimantan (Indonesian
Borneo), the Malaysian states of Sarawak
and Sabah - and the British-protected
Sultanate of Brunei.

How do you get there?
Given the mountainous nature of the
topography, most travellers in Sabah take
flights to get around and there is a regular
air service from the capital, Kota Kinabalu,
to Tawau, the embarkation point for Sebatik
Island. The total flying distance is about 173
miles. However, as we had a stack of
equipment to take, including transceivers
and amplifiers, we decided to go by road.
Total driving distance about 340 miles! The
road has to traverse the country west to east,
including a mountainous climb along the hip
of Mount Kinabalu, which at 13,435 ft is the
highest mountain in South East Asia! As the
road infrastructure is quite basic the trip
took over 10 hours and we were shattered
on arrival in Tawau. However, a few beers
later and we were ready for a team-building
meal when we met up with local amateur
Amin, 9W6AMC, along with his friend Lee,
9W6LEE. Plans were made for departure
the next day.

Located off the east coast of Borneo is the
island of Sebatik. With an area of about 175
square miles, it is home to around 105,000
people with sovereignty split between
Indonesia (80,000 people) in the south and
Sabah, Malaysia (25,000 people) in the
north. So it‟s big for a coastal island and
unusually has two DXCC prefixes, 9M6 and
YB7. However, it has just one IOTA
reference, OC-295.
Background
OC-295 was only added to the IOTA list in
2006 and until our visit in September 2010
it had only been activated once before. The
team consisted of CDXC Members Steve/
9M6DXX, John/9M6XRO, Gordon/G3USR
and a local amateur, Amin/9W6AMC. The
previous 2006 activation team included
Steve and John, so it was a return visit for
them. Although Sebatik Island is located
quite close to the Malaysian mainland town
of Tawau in Sabah, it is not developed and
is seldom visited by tourists. This keeps it
rare for visitors and goes some way to
explaining why we were only the second
DXpedition to activate it. At a claimed level
of just over 14% for IOTA we expected to

Crossing the channel to the island was
straightforward. We had been promised
carriage in a speedboat which regularly
supplies our host school with both people
and provisions. Although there is a regular
public ferry service to the island, the
speedboat could land us and our equipment
directly on the wooden pier upon which we
had permission to operate and within which
we would erect our overnight shelters,
individual camping tents and mats.
However, embarkation was not without its
dramas. Tawau has few formal harbour
facilities and most small boats, of which
there are many, have to make do with „bow
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in‟ or „stern in‟ positioning adjacent to
rough rocks piled on the narrow beach
against the roadside pavements. Accessing
the boat was via a pirate-style sloping plank,
which made transporting our kit onto the
boat rather hazardous. However, that done,
one half hour later we arrived at the Sebatik
pier.

worldwide. For me the most gratifying
contacts were with East Coast USA, which
is a particularly difficult path from
Malaysia, whilst Japan and the West Coast
USA were relatively straightforward.
Europe was also a stretch.

What was the site like?

Local food

On arrival we proceeded to set up our
equipment, both tents and radio gear. The
pier was of traditional Asian coastal
construction, seemingly rickety and made
almost entirely of wood. Most services were
present and included mains electricity and
(cold) running water. The sanitary facilities
were, however, basic and resembled the old
squat-type loos best known from European
French WCs of the 60s and prior. The
shower was a hose cranked over the loo
door. But it all worked, encouraged the
development of new personal balancing
skills and made life interesting!

Food was prepared and delivered to the pier
by the school catering staff. It was basic,
tasty and sufficient. Towards the end of our
stay the school teaching staff invited us to
lunch one day. Number one on the menu
was grouper fish head in a spicy tomato
sauce. Delicious, but a little disconcerting as
the fish head sat on the serving plate looking
at us as we ate!

And other stuff?

Illegal Visitors
During our first night on the pier there was a
certain amount of commotion at around
0300 local time. However, I for one slept
through most of it. In the morning we
learned that we had been visited by Sabah
immigration officers who were patrolling
the adjoining waters looking to intercept
economic migrants travelling by boat and
trying to enter Sabah illegally from
Indonesia. In the event, on our second night,
there was a major commotion for some time
as the same officers held an intercepted
group on the pier. Dressed all in black and
resembling the SBS they struck an
impressive stance.

From a radio standpoint it was a superb
location. The pier is over 100m long and
sticks out directly from the shore on the
beach below the school. The wet end was
always over the sea even at low water. At
high tide the whole area below the pier was
flooded and provided a fantastic RF ground.
Our radio experience
Our equipment consisted of Yaesu
transceivers (an FT-2000 and a FT-920)
with a Tokyo Hy-Power HL1.2Kfx and an
Icom IC-2KL linear. Dunestar filters aided
concurrent multiband operations with SSB
utilising the 9M6DXX/P callsign, whilst
CW used 9M6XRO/P. HF antennas which
were interchangeable between stations
comprised a Butternut HF6 complemented
by 17 and 20m vertical dipoles, each at
opposite ends of the pier. They worked well.
With this set-up and reasonable propagation
over the course of about 3½ days we made a
total of 6,578 QSOs comprising 3,064 SSB
and 3,514 CW contacts. Coverage was

Children at School
We had the pleasure of playing radio
teacher to two groups of pupils from senior
classes in our host school at Wallace Bay
during our visit. The idea was that they
would visit our stations on the pier, we
would explain a bit about radio technology
and propagation and they would get an
opportunity to try out local radio
communication using some minor VHF
radios. The girls called the boys, sent them a
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message and the boys responded. And vice
versa. Both learnt something about
procedure and associated things like
phonetics and frequencies. This was a
delightful experience for us as the children
were all very keen. From the staff comments
made later in our visit, we gathered that the
children also enjoyed their learning
experience.

effective DXpedition tool then this was it.
No drama, though, thank goodness.
The third and final part was an offshore visit
to the duty-free island of Labuan, IOTA
OC-133, again accompanied by Steve and
John. This was fun from a radio point of
view and we made 4,074 QSOs with almost
equal numbers of CW and SSB. However,
there was some drama on the crossing to the
island from the mainland port of
Memunbok. The ferry, which was chock-ablock with cars and trucks, ran aground on a
coastal sandbank after the helmsman
misjudged a channel turn and we came to a
gentle rest on the bank. After 10 minutes of
heavily churning water and not a little angst
on board we were free and on our way
again, probably more thanks to the rising
tide than anything else! Oh, the excitement
of a DXpedition knows no bounds!

Appreciations
The key to many IOTA activations is
access, and Sebatik was a classic case.
There are no hotels or guest houses on the
island. We are very grateful to Mr
Sharifuddin Kamararzaman, the headmaster
of Wallace Bay school on Sebatik Island,
and his staff for their help and support.
We also want to thank CDXC along with
GMDX and IREF for their generous
financial support of our DXpedition.
Thank you also to all the CDXC members
who worked us on our DXpeditioning - and
particularly to those who bagged all three
IOTAs that I activated on my extended trip.
Without doubt your participation made the
whole thing really worthwhile and lots of
fun. It was great to work back to the UK.

G3SWH OQRS Service
I am pleased to announce the launch of
my Online QSL Request System
(OQRS). In addition to the longestablished ability to request bureau
cards via e-mail, you can now request
QSL cards for any of the 100+ callsigns
that I manage to be mailed to you direct
and to pay for the postage etc. via
PayPal. Why bother with mailing direct?
The OQRS is easy and reasonable.

Right; three more IOTAs down. Where to
next? Watch this space!
Postscript – More 9M6 Activities
The Sebatik DXpedition was but the first
part of a three-stage personal visit for me to
9M6, although sponsorship extended only to
the Sebatik activation. Following Sebatik,
the second part comprised a seaside
operation on Borneo near the capital of
Sabah, Kota Kinabalu, which is IOTA OC088. This was a one-man effort with 400W
and an HF-6 by the sea. However, it netted
1,185 SSB QSOs in three days of operating
and was great fun. When the tide came in it
washed under the frontage of the hotel and
under the antenna. If proof were needed that
simple verticals by the sea are an extremely

Any queries or unforeseen issues will be
handled via e-mail. Please visit my
website at www.g3swh.org.uk for further
information and instructions.
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH
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KL7RRC Expedition to Chirikof Island, July 2010
The Russian Robinson Club continues a
series of successful IOTA expeditions to
Alaska. We started in 2008 with
Chuginadak Island, NA-234, June 2009
Ogliuga Island, NA-233, and this year our
goal was Chirikof Island, a new one: NA235. Uninhabited Chirikof Island is located
about 100 miles from the most
southwesterly point of Kodiak Island and
about 190 air miles from Kodiak City. Very
few islands left in Alaska are new ones for
the RSGB IOTA programme and the
Russian Robinson Club planned this
expedition for about one year.

2pm and during this meeting we got a call
back: be at airport at 3pm today. The flight
is scheduled for 4pm. We still needed to
find hip boots and thanks to Sergey
Morozov of Global Seafoods we got them
right before our flight. Since fog covered
Lazy Bay in Alitak, our flight from Alitak to
Chirikof was postponed until July 21, with
Alaska‟s normal disclaimer „weather
permitting‟.
Mr Woody Knebel gave us a tour around the
cannery. All 120+ trees growing there were
planted by him. 100+ year-old cannery
looks like new and the employees, who
work without weekends – except the 4th of
July, 8am to 11pm every day are very
friendly.

The members of our team: Merle Elson,
K5MT; Alexander Kuznetsov, RW3RN and
Yuri Zaruba, UA9OBA, arrived in Seattle
on July 16, 2010. We took a few days to
adjust to the time difference and on July 19
flew to Kodiak via Anchorage.

The next morning we saw patches of blue
sky (for the second time this summer
according to Alitak residents), and we took
off from Alitak in two float planes to
Chirikof. Our preferred destination was
Northern Lake because of its proximity to
the ocean, but after the pilots had flown
over they said no, the lake is too shallow,
too dangerous. Let‟s check out South-West
Lake. After a few low circuits the pilots
said, “hold on” and we landed on Chirikof
Island, South-West lake.

The locals in Kodiak quoted our chances of
landing by boat on Chirikof as slim to none.
No protected bays. By air (float plane) about
50/50. No weather stations near Chirikof
and the closest reliable weather information
can be obtained about 100 miles away in
Alitak or Akhiok.
Most of our expedition equipment and
supplies were delivered by sea and stored in
Alitak, which is a private property, the
cannery of „Ocean Beauty Seafoods‟ headed
by Mr Woody Knebel and we appreciate his
permission and the overwhelming support
he provided for our team.

We quickly set up the camp, erected
antennas and had a late lunch. When the
propagation was good our QSO rate was
four or more per minute, but most of the
time stations from EU were at or below the
noise level.

Our original air charter was planned with
Steve Harvey, but he was very busy because
of bad weather and he recommended we call
Island Air. We called Island Air around
noon. Yes, a group of four people, 300 lbs
of equipment/food, destination Chirikof
Island via Alitak to pick up another 900 lbs
of equipment and six cans of gasoline.
Our schedule was very tight; we had a
meeting with a mayor of Kodiak at around

I and Yuri, UA9OBA, took a hike around
the island, looking for the abandoned
„Ranch House‟ which was said to be close
by. No luck, but we did find three dead
cows lying on the shore and in the lake
which we used for our water supply. We
boiled the water and used filtering, but
thinking about the cows lying there made us
feel uneasy.
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Speaking of the wild cows of Chirikof
Island, the story goes they werew brought to
Chirikof over 200 years ago by Russians
and the herd of 700 or so was never
managed successfully. A few years ago the
US Fish and Wildlife attempted to remove
some of them to the mainland, but this effort
wasn‟t successful and resulted in injures to
the transported cows. As of now they are a
free-roaming, self-sufficient heard with an
attitude. We did find the „Ranch‟ after Bob,
the owner of Island Air, showed us the
correct direction.

of the strong winds our main operating tent
finally gave up and was torn apart.
Our antennas (a full-size vertical dipole for
20m and quarter waves for 30/40m)
survived the winds, but both amplifiers
ALS-600S quit. Icom‟s IC-7600 main radio
performed perfectly.
The highlights of the operation were a 6m
opening (49 QSOs with JA stations) and
operation in the IOTA contest (thanks to
Yuri, UA9OBA, for his persistence!) We
made a total of about 5,300 contacts during
the one- week operation.

One morning Merle, K5MT, did not look
very good and said he had chest pains and
asked to call Island Air to take him to
Kodiak. We had two options, ham radio or
Spot Messenger. Spot Messenger is a
subscription-based satellite device where
you can send OK or Emergency messages.
The problem is that it is „one-way‟. You do
not have a confirmation „distress signal‟
telling you that help is on the way, the ETA
is such and such
.
So we resorted to ham radio to call Island
Air. Propagation with the US was not there,
so we had to ask stations in Europe and
Russia to relay our message to US stations.
Then someone posted our message on the
DX Cluster and we immediately had Will/
AC6DX, Frank/K7GSE and Lawrence/
KL7IWC on the frequency. We thank all of
you for your help!

Solar disturbances took out the leftovers of
any propagation we had, and our return to
Kodiak was postponed for three days
because of no-fly weather. Thanks to Dick,
N7RO, for convincing pilots to take off and
put up our group.
On the way back we took the time to
explore the rich history of Kodiak Island
and met local hams.
A very interesting meeting took place on the
way back at Anchorage airport. Yuri,
UA9OBA, and Alex, RW3RN, met Corliss,
AL1G, as well as an expedition by Mike,
AD5A, and his sons who were heading to
Kalgin Island, NA-158.
We would like to thank Normann™ for
provided clothing, Icom America, IREF and
all the individual supporters of our trip.

In a matter of minutes the airline got the
call, reconfirmed our location and the plane
was dispatched. In 1½ hours Bob landed on
Chirikof with a paramedic. Merle was taken
to Kodiak and after tests no signs of a heart
attack where found, but overall dehydration
and extreme weather had taken their toll.

See you soon from another new one!

Lesson learned: if planning a trip to a very
remote location, have a satellite phone and
all the emergency numbers handy.
Our weather was typical: wind and rain
every day, just different intensity. Because
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Theo DXpeditioner
Roger Western, G3SXW

Like so many before him Theo had learned
a lot from Field Day outings with his local
club. It was his first experience of
contesting, but also of mounting temporary
antennas and stations and especially of
having a barrel-load of fun. After several
years of Field Day outings he was becoming
something of an expert and found himself in
charge of installing the antennas. At first
this was quite easy, a simple doublet in the
Restricted Section. But then Theo needed
more challenge and agreed to head the
project for installing antennas for all six
bands, to enter the Open section. This took a
lot of advance planning, with contingencies
and occupied much of his time. The other
club members were swept along by his
enthusiasm and they had a measure of
success, climbing the results ladder.

be wise to start out fairly small and see
where it led him. OK, this would be added
to a „family‟ holiday: getting on the air
would NOT be the top priority. He‟d
probably never be „allowed‟ to anyway! So,
it would be a normal holiday with all that
that entailed, but with a bit of radio bolted
on. Fine. In practice this meant that during
the early phases of planning he‟d just ignore
the radio aspect and choose a holiday in the
tried and tested way: discuss where to go
with „er indoors, look at maps and search
the Internet, find holiday resorts, check
flights etc. All very exciting!
We can get to the detailed planning later, he
thought, but for the moment wouldn‟t it be
nice if he could get on the air from
somewhere with an interesting prefix, in the
hope of attracting mini-pile-ups. This
excluded river cruises on the Danube or
drinking their way through the French wine
valleys. Sure enough, it turned out that an
island was attractive to all concerned and
Madeira was finally selected. Which resort?
Covertly, Theo checked Google Earth, only
to find that this island was one big volcano
which could totally block signals. Best to
find a resort on the North or the East of the
island.

In parallel of course Theo took overseas
holidays with his lady love. At first this was
a BIG project, once yearly, but as travel and
flying became more commonplace and
affordable it turned into two to three shorter
trips each year. They visited several
Mediterranean islands as well as some
beautiful parts of UK.
Yes, you guessed it – one day Theo woke up
with a brilliant new idea: how about
combining foreign holidays with getting on
the air? Stunning. How come he‟d never
thought of this before? He had always read
in the DX press about the exploits of other
Dxpeditioners, but somehow had never
imagined himself joining their ranks. Wow!
But where to start?

Bookings were made, all set to go in several
weeks time. Non-stop flights from UK, total
of six nights in the resort, the usual beach
and night-time attractions. This would work
out very well.
One potential problem was instantly solved
when he checked and confirmed that
Portugal, which owns Madeira Island, is a
member of CEPT: there were no licensing
formalities at all. Just turn up and operate,
signing CT3/home call.

Planning
Having a somewhat logical brain Theo
decided that he‟d best first scope out what
were the objectives. What did he want to
achieve, and what was achievable? It might
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At that point Theo‟s mind could turn to
planning the radio side of this trip. He
would probably only operate for an hour or
so each day, but nonetheless some degree of
detailed planning could add immeasurably
to success. One of the big issues is always
weight: most airlines still restrict weight of
luggage and he realised that less than eight
pairs of lady‟s shoes was implausible! He
needed a radio and an antenna - any other
stuff would be a bonus.

That‟s it, decisions taken. Build the antenna.
Very simple, just measure and cut wires,
solder coax and wires to a Tee-piece. For
added flexibility Theo made a very short
coax lead from the antenna terminating in a
SO259 socket. He could then take a roll of
coax to add on when on site. How much
coax? Luggage weight again was the
deciding factor. With an unknown precise
antenna location the length of coax would
be undetermined until arrival, so best take
50 ft. The ideal compromise between RF
losses and weight seemed to be the 6.5mm
coax, RG8X or „Mini-8‟.

The Station
How ambitious could Theo be? Well, not
very. This was a family holiday, luggage
was limited and operating time likewise.
Nonetheless he wanted to maximise the fun,
in other words the number of stations that he
could work. Could he cope with picking
callsigns out of the mini-pile-ups? His
contesting experience would surely help in
this department. Indeed, would there be any
pile-ups?

We’re Off!
The four-hour flight from Gatwick was just
fine, a surprisingly long way out into the
Atlantic Ocean and a long way South: 32
degrees North of the equator, at the same
latitude as Morocco, Theo and his wife
would be assured of some sunshine!
Transfer to the hotel was fine. Unbeknown
to the wife, Theo nervously surveyed the
room that they had been allocated to check
whether he had any chance of erecting his
dipole. There were possibilities.

Start with what we‟ve already got: Theo had
a 10W Elecraft transceiver, covering all
bands. Ideal for lightweight DXpeditioning.
Would 10W suffice to be heard? That would
depend on the location and an efficient
antenna to radiate RF. So, transceiver and
power supply, connecting cables, keyer,
paper logging (no computer) would all
weigh at most five kilos and he agreed to
take hardly any clothes!

But our Theo is no fool: at first the radio
stayed in the suitcase and wasn‟t even
mentioned. The first day or so were spent on
normal holidaymaker activities. It was a
great resort, they were happy, almost honeymoonish. Of course they had just the one
bedroom, so operating must not disturb
sleep. Then again this baby rig could be set
up anywhere in the room without disturbing
furniture or blocking the view of the TV.
Then it made an appearance and possible
locations for the antenna were checked in
more detail. It‟s pretty simple, after all – it
only needs one tie-point for the centre of the
Vee and two-four points to attach the wires.
These are important as they need to be
roughly opposite each other to make the
dipole work, and shouldn‟t present a safety
hazard to passing guests. Garrotting of
tourists is not recommended and the hotel
might just object. Should he check and get
permission first - or just install it and see

The next big question was the antenna:
should he aim for all-band capability – or
would it be better to take a resonant (nocompromise) antenna just for one or two
bands? Most of the action would be between
40 and 15m, so there were a maximum of
five bands to choose from for this first little
DXpeditioning outing. Theo decided in the
end to take a full-size half-wave dipole for
two bands on one coax, four wires to stretch
out as a Vee. He would take 30 and 20m for
some daylight/darkness flexibility. These
wires would be quite short, the longest
(30m) being about 25 ft.
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how it goes? The problem here is that until
it is installed it‟s difficult to explain what it
entails (not to mention language difficulties)
and refusal is risked. Better to install and
then seek permission, if at all. Theo decided
to wing it!

He hit the key, excitement mounting in his
chest. Would anyone hear him, would
anyone call him? Short, sharp CQ, callsign
only twice. Nothing. CQ again. Zilch, nada.
Hmm. CQ again . . . and again. Panic started
to set in, maybe he was radiating too little
RF - after all it was only 10W at best. Then,
BINGO: a reply from an EA7 station in
Southern Spain. Not very far away, but it
was a moment of great triumph! Big, silly
grin lights up face! Break out the
champagne!

QRV at Last
He was lucky: their room was on the third
floor, at the end of a block, with some spare
ground to one side. The dipole fitted just
nicely and was away from other guests.
Would it resonate? No reason why not and
of course Theo had erected and checked it at
home, before travelling. It had shown very
good SWR readings on both bands.

The Pile-Ups
To be honest, they weren‟t very big and
they didn‟t last very long, but they were a
lot of fun nonetheless and more than
satisfied Theo for his first ever experience
of being the DX. Indeed, perhaps it was a
wise way to commence his DXpeditioning
career: Lord knows how he would have
coped if jumping straight into the deep end
from North Korea or Yemen!

But he was unsure about the construction of
the balcony: was it all wood or with metal?
To be safe and avoid interaction he tied the
dipole centre onto a piece of string so that it
hung a couple of feet off the balcony when
the arms were stretched out. Naturally, the
string was tied to the highest possible point.

It was immensely fascinating just how many
stations could hear his 10W QRP. These
days everyone assumes that a kilowatt is the
bare minimum needed to communicate.
What piffle! However, as he learned after
getting home and checking the Internet, it
did help to be spotted on the DX Cluster. He
could tell pretty well right away when he
had been spotted because there was a miniflurry of callers. In between Theo just
enjoyed regular QSOs, especially working
pals back home, who had of course been on
the look-out for him. He had indeed chosen
a good location with a clear take-off to the
North-East for working Europe.

Setting up the rig took all of five minutes.
Having planned well, the PSU plug included
a continental converter, so all was well.
Switch on – relief: nothing blew up! That‟s
a good start, then! It was late afternoon on
the third day of their holiday and right away
Theo heard a strong, crisp signal from the
USA. Man-made noise was almost zero (a
most pleasant experience after the non-stop
racket at his home QTH) – this was all
shaping up nicely. Now the really big test:
Press the tune button and check SWR. To
minimise weight he had taken no ATU. OK,
well, not bad: 2:1 on both bands. Usable but
odd: it was close to 1.3:1 at home. Maybe
there was still some interaction with the
building. There was just enough room to
spread the wires a little further away so
Theo let out the string holding the centre of
the Vee, so that the centre was now nearer
5-6 ft off the balcony. A shame, because
that entailed losing a little more height, but
interaction would be reduced. Sure enough
that did the trick: 1.5:1, more than
acceptable and the rig would be happier.

He was under no illusions – this was not a
rare country! But his was a slightly unusual
callsign, enough to attract a constant trickle
of callers. He operated 1-2 hours each day
and went home with some 500 QSOs in the
log. What terrific fun! He surmised that the
same could have transpired from any small
semi-rare „country‟: CU, EA6-8-9, HBØ,
ISØ, LX, OHØ, SV5, SV9, TK or even GD,
GJ, GU.
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Post DXpedition

than in the old days. He had already
received a small number of direct QSL
requests, confirming as if it needed
confirming that there are always some folk
who „need‟ even these less rare countries,
maybe just for a band-slot.

It all worked out rather well, didn‟t it? They
had a romantic holiday together with all the
trimmings PLUS Theo lapped up the new
experience of operating with a somewhat
unusual callsign. SHE was delighted that he
enjoyed his hobby and HE happily signed
the credit card slip for her several spa
treatments, as his special treat. Bribe?
Never!

So, where does this leave Theo? It‟s easy to
envisage that this is not the end of his
DXpeditioning career. No, Sir! It is only the
beginning: „Onward and Upward‟ is his
motto!

On returning home Theo then turned his
mind to post-DXpedition activities,
including learning how to computerise his
log. He discovered this great little program
called „Fast Log Entry‟, free, by DF3CB,
which made data entry a doddle. It took no
more than an hour or two. Then someone
suggested he learn his way into Logbook of
the World. As with most things in life there
was a learning-curve, but rather short and
once mastered he uploaded the ADIF file
and all was sweet. He was astonished to find
that 21% of all his QSOs had already been
uploaded by his QSO partners, thereby
providing instant LoTW confirmations.
Getting the all-singing, all-colour QSL cards
printed was also easy and cost so much less

We regret to record the
passing of the following
CDXC member:
GØSBQ Pat O‟Riordan
GØSNV Jack Worsnop
G3IFB Frank Bliss
(see also p. 52)
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9L5VT Happenings
Roger Western, G3SXW
Four intrepid contesters travelled to Sierra
Leone in West Africa in late November
2010 to take part in the CQ Worldwide DX
CW contest: Ned, AA7A; Roger, G3SXW;
Fred, G4BWP, and Bud, N7CW. We had a
great time and made a big score. But what
about all those weird happenings that we
seldom get to hear about? There were many:
mostly amusing, some frustrating and all
absolutely fascinating. There is nothing
better than travelling to unusual locations,
really mind-expanding.

unfortunately there was some commercial
dispute and this service was suspended. We
chose water taxi instead. This worked out
fine: life vests provided in a 40-seater boat
which took 40 minutes to cross the estuary.
This was functional. And by the time we
came to leave ten days later the helicopter
service had been restarted, so we each spent
the USD $80 for the ten-minute hop across
the water. But this worked only after they
had despatched a truck from the helipad to
buy fuel for the generator to provide
lighting and power to start the rotor blades.

Naturally, putting together the station
inventory, travel itineraries, booking hotels,
renewing licences, designing antennas,
setting targets and operating rosters: all
these are hugely time-consuming and vital
to success. On the other hand we have all
read so many such stories before. After all
we have so many DXpeditions these days!
What perhaps we might like to hear about is
the unusual, the bizarre, the dirt on what
REALLY took place, behind the scenes.
Here are a few such anecdotes.

Rooms
On checking into the Bintumani Hotel we
knew already that the USD $140 per person
per night was outrageously overpriced for
the 3-star accommodation, but this was a
truly excellent RF location, so we grinned
and bore it. Most rooms are low-rise, but
we, naturally, plumped for rooms in the one
5-storey block. Nicely appointed and
decorated, but with one disadvantage: no
elevator and no air-con except in the rooms.
Those stairs quickly became very tiresome.
Fortunately we had some porters carry our
mountains of luggage up to the 5th floor for
us (they earned their tips that night) and we
settled into the nice bedrooms.

Arrival
Freetown Lungi International airport is
located most inconveniently on the other
side of a two-mile-wide river estuary from
the city. The Foreign & Commonwealth
Office country report for Sierra Leone
advises that there are several options for
reaching the city. In no special order they
list ferry, water taxi, helicopter or a 150mile road journey to cross a bridge. Their
report ends with the words: “None of these
routes is recommended”. Ha! Within recent
times a ferry sank and a helicopter
crashed… life is to be taken into your
hands, y‟understand. A year ago Nick,
G3RWF, took the ferry and found it a
disturbing experience: no apparent safety
measures, overcrowding, pickpockets. We
decided that it would be helicopter,
notwithstanding the extra cost. But

During the bargaining for room rate we had
been told that this new 5-storey block was
full, so no discount was available. During
our whole stay we saw only two other
guests in these 50 rooms! Then again we
had promised the hotel seven guests and
ended up with only four. They could not
understand the arithmetic: the other three
had dropped out (so our argument went)
because the room rate was increased by
40%, up from $100 last year. They would
have grossed more income for 7 x $100 than
4 x $140. Duh! Anyway, we were delighted
to have one of the best locations for our
antennas on the whole West African coast.
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LED lights

problem: we all enjoy Chinese food anyway
so – it goes without saying – when in West
Africa eat nothing but Chinese for ten days!

This hotel is Chinese-owned and -managed.
Since last year the whole building had been
festooned with 3-colour LED lights, the
moving sort which flashed all round the
building, especially on our block on which
was perched a massive sign of the hotel
name, some 30ft long and 15ft high, and all
along the edge of our roof. The red, blue
and yellow lights might be considered pretty
by some, but the yellow was intermittent
and maintenance chaps were up on the roof
most of the week trying to fix the problem.
The Chinese gangmaster spoke not a word
of English and threw a tantrum at one point
after we had installed one of our antennas.
When we finally found an interpreter it
turned out he thought that we had drilled
into his precious roof. Sliding the base a few
inches to prove that it was not pinned down
was enough to send him off with no further
word. Social skills were not his forte.

The bar consisted of a portable three-foot
blob on wheels, located in the main lobby.
This was positioned immediately beside the
television, of course! We seldom frequented
this „bar‟, a major disappointment! The pool
was frequented once by Fred G4BWP, to
my knowledge, but it looked a bit murky to
me. Nice for sitting next to, with a cooling
G & T in the early evening, though! The
casino was popular with Chinese people.
Again to my knowledge none of us entered.
That was it, mate! We just enjoyed each
other‟s company, a magnificent meeting of
minds, ie sense of humour. We did, of
course, go out to eat in local restaurants a
few times, most enjoyable.
Zbig
SP7BTB / 9L1BTB is responsible for the
UN helicopters in Freetown. His fleet has
reduced since the war from 22 to just one,
much to our advantage as Zbig has an
amount of free time to spend with us. What
a star! A real live wire, full of energy and
can-do attitude. He made the whole visit so
much more successful.

However, all that aside, the big issue for us
was of course RF interference. We all know
what neon lights can do to the HF spectrum,
but how would these thousands of LEDs
affect us? As it turned out the 2-el 40m loop
did pick up some low-level noise, not
helpful. The other bands were less affected.
A 40m sloper (to the North, naturally) was
off the roof and picked up less noise. So, on
that band it was best to transmit with the
loop and listen on the sloper. Our fears
about these lights were largely unfounded,
but they were an unwelcome development
nonetheless.

His local knowledge was especially
valuable, of course. If we needed to change
money, he pulled into his local filling
stations and asked for „300 special litres‟ (to
change USD $300 into local currency). The
currency is the Leone, roughly 5,000 per
dollar. The biggest note is 10,000 ($2):
wheel barrows recommended. He, of course,
also knew the best places to eat.

Entertainment
Staying in a hotel for ten days you do need
an occasional break from the hard work of
setting up a big station. The restaurant
fulfilled the basic requirement of preventing
hunger, but did little more than that! The
menu was half-International and halfChinese. Being a Chinese-owned hotel the
head chef was of course Chinese and his
Chinese food was indeed very acceptable.
The „International‟ food was less so. No

After installing all the antennas we had
enough spare time to take a trip down the
coast to „River Number Two‟. (Apparently
there is no Number One!). This is a superb
beach an hour‟s drive south of Freetown.
After a bone-jarring ride on dreadful roads
we sat and enjoyed Zbig‟s wine and snacks.
He and Fred had a dip in the sea. Then we
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who passed away suddenly earlier this year.
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After some 15 years in Africa together he is sorely missed.

View to North/North-West (Eu/NA) from our
hotel roof, nearly 200 feet above the ocean.
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went for lunch in a local restaurant,
magnificent raw fish carpaccio. And then
we were treated to an unexpected spectacle.
A big truck arrived on the beach just in front
of us. A dozen guys started shovelling beach
sand into the truck. Within ten minutes two
policemen arrived brandishing rifles and
arrested them all. These guys were made to
walk on their knees, hands behind their
heads, for 200 yards where their boss was
interrogated. All the while we were
enjoying our lunch and jolly nice wine.
Finally they were all let go, but the truck
was confiscated. Just as we were leaving the
truck returned – empty. Now where did all
that sand go?!

houses with gaping holes into living rooms.
This stretched for a mile or two. Meantime,
the water main was lying exposed and folks
had been cut off. So what did they do? Of
course they simply ran some blue plastic
pipe from their newly decimated house and
tapped into the water supply.
I suppose in the long term it will be an
improvement, but for the time being
residents are struggling somewhat!
The Contest
Nothing surprising happened. No power
cuts. No PTT inspections or anything
untoward. We operated two Elecraft K3
stations non-stop (24 hours operating time
for each operator) and scored some 24
million points in the Multi-Two category.
Later we learned that we had been beaten
into 3rd place, World. Never mind: winning
is always nice, but not essential.

I mentioned that Zbig was a star. He did
really sterling work to rig the 160m dipole
across to a neighbouring building and two
80m slopers out into the mini-forest. What
an effective guy. Nothing was too much
trouble for him!
Half-Houses

Our one-ton stockpile had finally been
shipped down to Freetown by truck from
Conakry, Guinea (3X-land) and seemed to
have mostly made it. We lost two of nine
tower sections, but everything else was
mostly there. Unfortunately when poweringup one of the Alpha amplifiers it went up in
smoke – a risk we take when storing stuff
for two years with no air-conditioning. As
we only needed two amplifiers and had
seven in stock this was a minor problem!

Some infrastructure development is indeed
happening in Freetown these days. There
has been such a massive influx of humanity
into this already incredibly congested city
with barely enough basic facilities that the
extra population is stretching things way
beyond breaking point. Things such as roads
and water supply are clogged. Not to
mention frequent power cuts.
On our way to the beach we saw what Zbig
had been trying to describe to us: an
amazing sight! They had decided, quite
sensibly, that the arterial route out of the
city, to the South, needed widening. It was a
simple road, just about two winding lanes
wide. So they came along and marked out
the minimum width to which the road would
be widened. Unfortunately many buildings
like homes and shops had been built on the
newly sequestered land. Instead of pulling
them down and offering compensation they
simply came along and chopped down
buildings, back as far as the new road-edge.
Driving along this road we saw many half-

We did have a DX Cluster connection
which added to the fun and multiplier score.
But only because Zbig loaned us his Zain
Mobile dongle, permitting slow Internet, but
adequate for the low data amounts. The
hotel‟s WiFi did work, but only on the
wrong side of the building!
As always in low sunspot years we made,
I‟m sure, far more 10m QSOs than anyone
else. We have that advantage, counterbalanced by lower LF numbers. Our
competition in CT3 creamed us on 40m,
which I concluded was blurring of pile-up
CW signals by the K3, seriously depleting
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especially moving the equipment. Some
initial researches suggest that this could be
made to work, but it won‟t be easy.
Freetown to Monrovia is only 200 miles as
the RF flies, but is over 300 miles on
appalling roads, a two-day drive. Ferries
don‟t exist. It might be that Zbig‟s
helicopter can be put to good use! We shall
see.

our hourly rates. VK/ZL is always by far the
most difficult path from West Africa, but JA
has some good openings, on several bands.
Next Year?
Our contest group has operated in West
Africa for approaching two sunspot cycles.
The usual way is to move country every
other year. We‟ve done most of those
countries now and the next logical step
geographically is to move South to Liberia,
EL-land. As with Sierra Leone the wars
there are long gone, so safety is less an
issue. Logistics are more of a problem,

Come what may, the VooDoo Contest
Group will be in action again next year from
somewhere. We wouldn‟t miss CQ WW
CW for the world!

The Cyprus Amateur Radio Society QSL Bureau
The QSL Bureau of the Cyprus Amateur Radio Society is receiving large numbers of
QSLs that cannot be delivered to the intended recipient because that station has a QSL
manager outside Cyprus. The problem is threefold:
a) Those generating the QSLs are not bothering to check to see if the station has a
manager.
b) Even if a manager's call is written on the QSL, many QSL bureaux are still sending the
QSL to Cyprus.
c) QSLs for calls 5B/DXcall are being sent to Cyprus when either they should be sent to
the manager, or in the absence of a manager, to the bureau for the home call.
I‟ve produced a list of stations with foreign managers at
www.shacklog.co.uk/5BForeignManagers.htm
Please pass this information far and wide, including to your local QSL bureau.

73 Alan, 5B4AHJ CARS QSL Bureau Manager
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LoTW: the unintended consequences?
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
RSGB‟s IOTA and Commonwealth
Awards, as well as the award programs of
all other national societies (apart from the
ARRL) are not catered for in LoTW.

Any new development, however successful,
can bring with it unintended consequences.
The DX Cluster is arguably one of the
contributory causes for much of today‟s
poor pile-up operating behaviour, and even
worse, the outlandish radio thuggery of the
DQRMers. A complete litany of the
unintended consequences of the Internet as a
whole is just too long to list, but probably
starts with large-scale global cybercrime
and ends with your junk mail.

Speedy LoTW uploads are always
good news
More and more ultra ham-friendly DXpeditions are uploading their logs to LoTW,
if not „live‟ during the operation, then
immediately they return home. There‟s a
discernible warm glow of gratitude
generated amongst the whole DX
community whenever a major DXpedition
uploads its logs to LoTW within days of the
end of the operation. On the other hand the
„LoTW foot-draggers‟ who argue that they
want to withhold uploading their logs, be it
for three months, six months or even a year
based on some confused reasoning that they
will somehow be missing out on their
precious „QSL-dollars‟ just leave a sour
taste.

The introduction of the ARRL‟s Logbook of
the World (LoTW) is without doubt one of
the most significant operational innovations
for HF DXers of the past decade. The ability
to be able to upload your log and
automatically receive credits for the
ARRL‟s DXCC and Worked All States
(WAS) awards has revolutionised these
major DX programmes. Getting credits for
many of the current total of 3,400 potential
band slots of the ARRL‟s DX Challenge is
made so much easier by using LoTW.

One of the „unintended consequences‟ of
LoTW has therefore been the debate over
the timing of uploads following a DXpedition. LoTW upload timings currently
range between „instantaneous‟ and „never‟,
with some „LoTW foot-dragger‟ DXpeditions hovering around six months.
Hopefully over time the immediate uploading of logs to LoTW at the end of a DXpedition will become standard practice.
DXers the world over are massively grateful
(just see the numerous positive comments
on the CDXC Reflector!) to DXpeditions
that upload their logs immediately.

Traditionally the submitting of paper QSLs
to either a local DXCC Checker, or to
ARRL HQ, has always been part of the
administrative process of keeping your
DXCC score up to date. With the rapid
expansion of LoTW, an ever increasing
proportion of DXCC claim updates are
made using paperless „LoTW credits‟. In
my own case recent DXCC update
submissions have been about half-and-half :
ie 50% paper QSLs, 50% LoTW credits, but
with the LoTW element becoming more
significant with each submission.
However, despite the welcome increase in
LoTW activity, traditional QSL cards still
have an important role to play in the world
of amateur radio and DX awards.
Remember that LoTW only works for the
awards run by the ARRL. Other major DX
operating award programs such as the

LoTW’s threat to QSLing
However, another unintended consequence
of LoTW is possibly more serious as it
threatens one of the longest traditions of the
hobby of amateur radio: the QSL card. To
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put it bluntly: more and more operations are
using LoTW as an „excuse‟ not to reply to
requests for paper QSLs. Just look on
QRZ.com. You will find an ever increasing
number of stations (be it DXers, contesters
or even some small DXpeditions) saying
that because they have uploaded their log to
LoTW there will not be any paper QSLs
available at all.

pleasure from the privilege of my special
call, but I‟ll ignore the responsibility.
So, it seems there are two major unintended
consequences of LoTW. One centres around
the time that it takes to up-load a DXpedition log. Hopefully peer pressure
(combined with the realisation that there is
no significant reduction in „QSL-income‟)
will encourage all DXpeditions, both large
and small, to upload their logs immediately
they get home. The other unintended
consequence is slightly more insidious. It‟s
the spreading of the „because I have uploaded to LoTW, I will cease QSLing
altogether‟ syndrome.

Sorry, but to use the current
parlance, this is just ‘out of order’!
The collecting of QSLs for contacts made
with out-of-the-way or otherwise interesting
places has been a long tradition within
amateur radio. The cost of the QSLs
themselves can hardly be an excuse,
particularly when it‟s probably but a small
fraction of the overall cost of the operation.
The refusal to provide any QSLing for
special calls or other contest calls just seems
selfish and disingenuous. There are many
competent and enthusiastic QSL Managers
who are only too willing to provide an
excellent service to contesters and DXpeditioners who may not be interested in the
handling and processing of QSL cards
themselves. To refuse to provide any QSLs
at all (either directly or through a helping
QSL Manager) just because the log has been
uploaded to LoTW seems, in some way, to
be an abuse of LoTW itself.

Let‟s all encourage the continuing
improvement in the speed of post DXpedition LoTW uploads, but let‟s also
register our clear disapproval of the
distinctly ham-unfriendly „I‟ve uploaded to
LoTW, hence I won‟t QSL‟ excuse.
Happy DXing and QSLing in 2011!

An amateur radio licence is a privilege. A
special callsign (be it DX callsign or contest
callsign) is an even greater privilege. With
privilege comes responsibility. Within
amateur radio the courtesy of a QSL is a
long-held tradition. To draw on the
privileges (by running pile-ups as a DX
callsign or by boosting your score in a
contest with a special callsign), but without
accepting the responsibility, somehow
seems one-sided. Look at me. I‟ve got a nice
contest callsign. Hopefully more people will
call me because of my snappy contest call.
That‟ll increase my enjoyment of the
privilege of operating. But no, I won‟t
bother to do any QSLing. I‟m here to draw
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The Elecraft P3 – a user’s perspective
Stephen Prior, G4SJP

Introduction

Connecting up

I have owned the K3 for over two years now
and have been really pleased with it.
However, having seen panadapter type
displays in other radios, I have always felt
that the K3 was sadly lacking in this respect.
Then along came the P3.

The K3 is available either as a ready-built
unit or as a very straightforward nosoldering kit of parts. The instructions are
very clear indeed, as is normally the case
with Elecraft equipment, and the entire
assembly should take no more than 30
minutes or so, with pozidrive screwdriver
and small pliers being all that‟s required.
The combined assembly and operating
manual can be seen on the Elecraft website
at www.elecraft.com [look for „Downloads
and Manuals‟ on the left-hand side of the
page].

However, before discussing the P3 there is
another approach to providing a wideband
visual display which is well worth
mentioning. This involves a separate SDR
(SDR-IQ, Perseus, Softrock etc.) fed from
the K3‟s IF output.
In addition there are a number of software
packages which would then allow the K3‟s
frequency, for example, to be controlled
from that display. This can work very well,
but invariably requires the services of a PC
and although, arguably, more versatile than
the P3, nevertheless necessitates more boxes
and cables and is more limited in a practical
sense in portable operation.

The connections are very simple, with all
the necessary cables being supplied. The
12V supply comes from the 12V RCA
accessory connector on the K3; a BNCBNC cable connects to the K3‟s IF output
socket [The K3 needs the optional
KXV3/KXV3A board to provide the IF
output], and finally a 9-pin RS-232 serial
cable provides the CAT features. If the
serial port on the K3 is already used by eg a
logging or rig control programme, this cable
can then be connected to another serial
connector on the P3, the P3 remaining
completely transparent to any connected
device. The P3, as with the K3, is fully
firmware-upgradeable from an attached PC,
Mac or Linux machine.

The Elecraft‟s P3 panadapter is essentially a
software designed radio (SDR) which gives
an onscreen display up to 200 kHz wide of
activity centred on the K3‟s operating
frequency [this is not a limitation of the
hardware in the P3 and may well be
increased in future upgrades].
This display can be configured in much the
same way as a traditional spectrum analyser
with the additional optional availability of a
waterfall-type display beneath.

There are also yet to be confirmed hardware
upgrades planned for the currently unused
connector holes in the back panel, and
plenty of room left in the enclosure for extra
boards. Possible future enhancements
include the ability to plug in Elecraft‟s W2
wattmeter sensor so as to read power and
SWR on the P3‟s display, in addition to
displaying the modulation envelope of the
transmitted signal allowing one to check
distortion on SSB and rise/fall times on CW.
A USB keyboard connector will allow the

There is a mix of hard-wired and softwareconfigured switches on the front panel
allowing the user to change the
characteristics of the display, and a small
knob which can be used to change the K3‟s
VFOa or VFOb frequency as desired.
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use of the P3 display as a RTTY/PSK31
terminal without the need for a PC, great for
portable operation. A VGA connector will
at some stage in the future allow the
connection of an external monitor.

Looking at the spectrum of data
signals such as PSK31, MFSK16
etc.
The specification of the P3 is quite
impressive. The 5-inch screen may sound
small, but the definition of the display is
superb. Two font sizes are available, with
the smaller font allowing more detail on the
display. The display switches between
spectrum alone and spectrum and waterfall
underneath, with the height of the waterfall
being adjustable. The user has control over
the span width, reference level, the dBm
axis scale, the averaging level, peak control,
and many less frequently used settings. The
eight function buttons can be assigned to
almost any of the menu functions, thus
enabling quicker access to those most used.
These buttons can also be assigned to
particular pre-set span widths, alternatively
the span is infinitely adjustable via the knob
between +/- 1 kHz to +/- 100 kHz, although
this range as noted above may increase with
future firmware upgrades.

One of the joys of Elecraft ownership, in my
opinion, is the idea that having bought
something this will then continue to evolve.
The company is remarkably open to
suggestions for features and modifications,
as many of us have discovered as owners of
their other products.
The P3 is really designed to sit alongside on
the right of the K3, although there is no
reason why it could not go on the left or
indeed on top of the K3 so long as the
ventilation holes in the K3‟s top cover are
not obstructed. Personally, I like it on the
right.
The P3 will work with any transceiver
which provides an IF output anywhere in
the range from 455 kHz up to 21.7 MHz.
However, the P3 display will contain no
operating frequency information and it will
not be possible to change the transceiver‟s
frequency from the P3.

Performance
and
specifications
[According to the current P3 manual
available from www.elecraft.com]
IF Frequency Range: 455 kHz to 21.7
MHz (usable with frequencies as low as 300
kHz)

The P3 in use
One very quickly gains the impression that
this is a very high-quality product indeed.
The basic functions of the P3 fall almost
intuitively to hand, but some time spent
reading the manual will really help to get
the best out of the P3. The applications of a
panadapter are many, for example:





Noise Figure: < 10 dB measured at P3 input
typical
Blocking Dynamic Range: > 120 dB (500
Hz bandwidth) typical
Absolute Level Accuracy: ± 3 dB plus
display resolution after calibration at S9 (73 dBm)

Displaying band activity.
Measuring the true signal strength of
signals in dBm.
Examining the waveform of received
signals.
Spotting the last successful caller‟s
frequency when in split operation –
especially useful for CW!

Relative Level Accuracy: ± 0.1 dB plus
display resolution
Display Update Rate: Selectable 1 Hz to
20 Hz (slower at narrowest spans)
Amplitude Scale: 10 dB minimum, 80 dB
maximum
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Span: 2 kHz minimum, 200 kHz maximum

promise of future features via firmware and
hardware upgrades. Also, many a shack PC
which has given years of good service
running a logging program and little else
may well not have the horsepower available
to run a good panadapter package and the
high performance sound card required. So
if the price of a new PC and a top-end
soundcard needs to be taken into account,
then the price difference
shrinks
considerably. At the end of the day it is all
down to personal choice and what you may
already own. For me the P3 nicely
completes the K3 experience.

Resolution Bandwidth: Span / 450, 8 Hz
minimum
Power Requirements: 10 to 15 VDC, 0.5A
maximum
Weight: 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)
Size: Enclosure only, 4.0 x 6.1 x 10.0 ins,
HWD (10.2 x 15.6 x 25.4 cm). With
projections, 4.4 x 6.1 x 11.8 ins (11.2 x 15.6
x 30.0 cm).
Conclusion

© SJ Prior G4SJP (2010)

The P3 is not cheap. Whilst at first sight
from a financial point of view it compares
unfavourably with a PC-based approach, it
is in my opinion much neater, and has the
_____________________________________________________________________

To SDR or not SDR, that is the question?
Terry Genes, G4POP
(with apologies to Bill Shake-stick)

I tend to look at SDR from an operator‟s
point of view and need my SDR receiver to
integrate with my normal transceiver.
Unfortunately it appears that the SDR
software world is not as interested in the
radio operator as it is in the SWL and those
who are focused on things like how much
drift a broadcast station carrier has - or radio
astronomy etc.

I do not present this article as an in-depth
technical view of SDR, just my impression
of SDR today and how I use it.
Flexradio, with the exception of a couple of
less sophisticated transceiver units, seem to
dominate the SDR transceiver market - and
I have no knowledge of the Flexradio
products, so they are not covered by this
article.

While these special interest groups may be
very laudable, they do tend to influence, if
not dictate, the direction of the software
designers resulting in complex software
without many of the features that we, as
operators require. That said, the advantages
of having an SDR receiver in the shack far
outweigh this bias in the currently available
programs.

The SDR receiver world is much wider with
seemingly a new offering arriving on the
market almost daily, ranging from the
inexpensive Softrock types for just a few
pounds to the more exotic - and therefore
more expensive – top-of-the-range products
like the Pegasus and RFSpace SDR-IP.
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So how do I use my RFSpace SDR-IQ (IQ)?
I wanted to use the IQ as a proper receiver,
not just as a panadapter for display. I
already have a spectrum display built into
my Icom ProIII. What I required was to
listen to the IQ with full control of filters,
frequencies, audio etc. and transmit with my
Icom ProIII.
The ProIII does not have an IF output
available for an SDR receiver as do radios
like the TS-85, TS-870, K3, FT-5000 etc.
which would have made interfacing much
simpler and also safer as far as the receiver
is concerned! Unfortunately I have to switch
the aerial between SDR and rig with an Elad
switch box. This works OK, but I have to
admit it is not an ideal solution, and I have
to live with it until I get an FT-5000 next
year.
The
SDR-IQ,
however,
interfaces
beautifully with the FT-950 and FT-2000 by
using the RFSpace IF-2000 board which fits
inside these Yaesu rigs where the DMU
board would normally go.

available in the near or even foreseeable
future. So what are the choices?
1. Forget using SDR - Not acceptable because
once you have used it you can‟t understand
how you lived without it!
2. Purchase a Flexradio – For those richer than
I this is a good choice. Personally I would
not go this route unless I had a backup rig
for when the computer inevitably fails and it
then becomes and even more expensive
proposition. Even if you already have a
computer and a rig as back-up, to get a
reasonable bandwidth Flexradio with built
in ATU will cost you about £2,800.
3. Use an SDR receiver in conjunction with
your existing transceiver – This for me is
still the best and certainly the least
expensive option, even with the software
shortfalls and complexity mentioned above.
What does it cost? – The Softrock receivers
cost around £40 in kit form and there are
many other sub-£100 SDR receivers
available. The RFSpace SDR-IQ is around
£470 and the Pegasus is about £700.

Safe switching between RX and TX is not,
unfortunately, the end of the story! I also
require that when I change frequency with
the IQ that my ProIII synchronises
frequency, band and mode. At this time not
all SDR programs have this rig
synchronisation included and where they do
it is usually by using Omnirig or similar.
Additionally I require my normal logging
and data software to also obtain the
frequency, band and mode data - so it is
now getting quiet involved and I ended up
having to use virtual serial ports to share the
data and virtual audio cables to share audio
for data modes.

You, of course, require a computer and you
also need to make or purchase a coax switch
box if you don‟t have a rig with an IF
output, but the software is usually a free
download.
Someone once said „A picture is worth a
thousand words‟ and that about sums up the
advantages of SDR. It provides a view and
experience of the radio spectrum that you
cannot get with a normal rig – The list of
advantages is endless. If any CDXC
member wants to experience an SDR-IQ
over the Internet, then please contact me and
I will connect my SDR-IQ to the remote
server.

Clearly this is not very satisfactory and what
we really require is an SDR software
program that properly integrates your
favourite logging and data software with full
rig synchronisation. However, the way the
software designers are going it seems very
unlikely that this ideal solution will be

Terry Genes – E-mail: g4pop@arrl.net
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Workshop Tips and Techniques
2. Fixings and Screws
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP

As HF DXers we use a lot of various fixings
in the station, even if we don‟t home brew.
Antennas especially are places where metals
are joined, either permanently or at least
semi-permanently, while beam rotators have
to be attached, as have earth leads. So we
have a wide variety of fixings of various
types to use.

threads per inch. A problem with these
clamps is a phenomenon known as „galling‟.
This occurs with two identical metal
surfaces being in contact and under
pressure: they stick together. I have seen it
with a ¼-inch diameter brass shaft in a brass
bearing, but it is very common in stainless
steel. In the case of the Hy-gain clamps, the
screw just binds up in the nut, and if they
are separated by virtue of brute force and
bad language, the thread is irretrievably
damaged. GM3SEK has had success by
using Loctite as a form of lubricant as well
as a thread lock: I usually put some lithium
grease on the threads.

Dealing firstly with antennas. The Yagi type
has historically had telescoping elements
attached to each other in one of three ways –
clamps, sheet metal screws or rivets. Rivets
appear, on the face of things, to be the most
permanent, but there have been reports that
over the course of a few years and the
vibration in the elements as the winds blow,
the continual flexing eventually loosens the
joint and produces noise in the receiver.

Normal Jubilee clips work well, but need to
be of the stainless variety for outdoor use.
Screws, nuts and bolts. A differentiation
often seen between screws and bolts is the
screws are threaded along their entire
length, while bolts aren‟t. This doesn‟t
always seem to hold, however. There are
many screw threads, but the commonest
ones likely to be seen will be Unified on
US-manufactured equipment and Metric on
European and Japanese. The British
Association thread is now obsolete: it is in
any case a metric thread, having been
developed in sizes going down to 27BA for
horological work, and was invented by
Thrury, a Swiss. Because it was used, in the
smaller sizes, at stress levels approaching its
yield strength, it uses a much smaller thread
angle – 47.5 degrees – than the 60 degrees
of the metric or Unified threads. It is also
the only logical thread in that the pitch of
each size is 0.9 of the size above – so 0BA
is a 1mm pitch, 1BA is 0.9, 2BA is 0.81 etc.

Sheet metal screws are of two varieties –
stainless steel and plated steel. Both of these
will occasion corrosion when in aluminium
tube, and the steel ones, whatever the
plating, eventually end up happily rusting
away. The big problem then is if it is desired
to remove them, and often, the first part of
the removal is the head coming off! The rest
involves bad language and usually a chewed
up piece of aluminium tube. The older
passivated cadmium-plated screws were
slightly better than the new BZP (Bright
Zinc Plate – cadmium plate is now banned
by the EU except in places such as
aerospace and defence). Stainless steel are
somewhat better in this respect.
Clamps of various types have been used by
Hy-gain. These are of stainless steel, with a
stainless steel hex-headed screw and nut –
large ones being ¼-20UNC. This means a
nominal ¼ inch diameter, and 20 threads per
inch, and a coarse thread, as opposed to the
corresponding fine thread, ¼-28 with 28

A major problem with metric threads is
where tapped holes are required in
aluminium articles such as castings. Anyone
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who has had occasion to work on Japanese
transceivers will be aware that the 2.5 or
3mm screws used for attaching cabinet
panels „wear‟ the threads away on the
aluminium castings very quickly, and the
US 4-40 is a far better thread in this respect.
Even the small 2-56 thread worked well into
threaded holes in aluminium in the famous
Command receivers and transmitters. Where
antennas are concerned, tapped holes in
aluminium castings can really give
problems. The first is corrosion, no matter
what sort of screws are used: I prefer to use
stainless steel screws with plenty of grease,
although Loctite is necessary where screws
need locking. I prefer grease and other
methods of screw locking. Aircraft-style
stainless steel „Nyloc‟ nuts are available in a
few places, and are worth considering, but
should really only be used once.

some variants in model engineering, very
little used. However, the 3/8-32tpi is the
same as the older rotary switches and
potentiometers, and is close enough for
BNC sockets.
Turnbuckles and bottle screws can be
obtained in galvanised steel from farmers‟
supply shops, or in stainless steel from the
yacht chandler. Heavily greased, the steel
ones still usually manage to seize solid with
corrosion, even in the country. As they are
generally used for applications such as
boom supports and guy wire tensioners, it is
vital that they are „wired‟ to prevent
unintended rotation.
Any fasteners used outside require choosing
with consideration to electrolytic effects and
corrosion. For example, zinc plating and
copper do NOT go well together. Plated
steel screws have a very limited life, but
brass do well - provided one is careful about
the materials they are in contact with.

The right materials for screws, nuts and
washers are not always readily available.
Farnell keep a good stock of metric stainless
steel, but Unified threads need one to go a
specialist supplier, and indeed, they can be
cheaper than distributors such as Farnell. I
have used Clerkenwell Screws in London,
but there are many other suppliers, while if
in the US, a visit to Lowes or Home Depot
is a good, if not cheap, source of Unified
stainless steel - and often also brass –
hardware. If bringing screws back from the
US, it is these days advisable to have them
in checked baggage – security can be very
suspicious! I have even had a double-ended
4/6 BA 2 inches long spanner confiscated at
Frankfurt. Stainless steel and brass
woodscrews are probably most easily
obtained from a yacht chandler. Model
engineering suppliers are a very useful
source of materials, and many are stockists
of a large range of BA fasteners, if wanted.

A few taps and dies of the commonly used
sizes for the antennas can be useful for
cleaning up threads: they won‟t generally
get used very often, and cheap ones are
likely, in this instance, to do. I have
certainly found them useful, even the taps
and dies for the thread of PL259 and N
types- although that necessitated buying a
bigger die stock! However, I have not yet
found a use for the 5/16 left-hand thread
Whitworth tap that I was given.
Finally, the ubiquitous „Tywrap‟ can come
in useful too, although not where a lot of
load is expected.

You may note that I haven‟t mentioned the
old Whitworth (BSW) and BSF – British
Standard Fine threads. These are actually
marginally stronger than the equivalent
unified threads because they have a 55
degree thread angle, but the difference is
small. They are now, with the exception of
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E-mails to the Editor
From G3GIQ

electrical tape. I never found it to be the
case and we have a very clean atmosphere
and a seasonal ozone hole, a good dose of
sunburn can be achieved in less than an
hour.

[In his President’s Patter on page 5,
Neville/G3NUG writes ‘In the photo pages
you will see a picture of the Henry Lewis
Cup. Martin, G4HKS, came up with the idea
that we should celebrate Henry/G3GIQ’s
80th birthday. As many of you know, Henry
is a great IOTA enthusiast, so we agreed
that CDXC and ML & S would jointly fund
a cup for the winners of a UK Section of the
IOTA Contest. We had hoped to have a
picture of Henry with the Cup, but this was
not possible as unfortunately he had been
unwell recently and is in the process of
moving to the West Country.’ This is
Henry’s e-mail reply to Neville. Ed.]

Denso tape is also very useful for
waterproofing such items as mast head preamps and covering the exposed ends of
tower foundation bolts, albeit a little messy
especially on a hot day.
Regards,
Mike VP8NO
From Peter Ball, G3HQT
Hello Martyn,

Thank you so much for the photo, I am
thrilled to bits! So sorry I was not there to
see and hold it, but my health is a real
problem at the moment. How I look forward
to the West Country sunshine!

Instead of going dormant for the winter I
was galvanised into action by Peter
Chadwick's article. I have:


Thank you also for your words in the
Digest, much appreciated.
My best regards


Henry, G3GIQ
________________________________



Re: ‘Workshop Tips and Techniques’
by G3RZP [page 29, November 2010
Digest]
From VP8NO



In contrast to the spectacular coax connector
waterproofing method offered by G3RZP in
Issue 188 [November 2010], I have not
found it necessary to do anything other than
apply a good overwrap of selfamalgamating tape for 100% results.



Brushed the spiders out of the plastic
storage box housing the SG230 Auto
ATU and fitted new clothes pegs to
keep the lid closed in windy
weather.
Cleared the earwigs out of the balun
and brushed the moss off the
insulator.
Checked
the
garden
twine
connecting the four 8-metre radials
to the hedge, guttering and broom
handle fixed to a fence post, for
fraying.
Tightened the hose clips holding the
antenna to the washing line post.
Fitted new tie-wraps to the polyester
cable access rods holding the wires
forming the capacity hat.

We are now ready for everything the
elements can throw at us, having cleared a
couple of potential problems!

There was some discussion many years ago
about UV degradation of self-amalgamating
tape and the need to overwrap with PVC

73 Peter, G3HQT
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PS from G3HQT

You can extend the life of your antenna by
disconnecting it from your radio when
you're not listening. But overall, 500 to
1,000 hours spent listening will do in a long
wire antenna.'

Again relating to G3RZP‟s aerial
maintenance article in the [November 2010
Digest] I found this item on the Web
containing
less
well-known
facts
about aerials:

(See www.angelfire.com/mb/amandx/wire.
html.
73 Peter, G3HQT
________________________________

'The antenna converts electromagnetic
energy into electrical energy, which is
basically electrons moving into your radio.
There are only so many electrons in each
inch of copper wire, so when they've been
sent downstream into your radio, the wire
will become "ionized", deteriorate and
probably fall down. This explains
why, when you come home one day, your
antenna is on the ground (see below).

From G2JL
A friend, Robert/G3RCE, passed me the
November CDXC Digest to peruse. Full of
interesting stuff, but as I spend half my
time in a small island in SV5, I'd rather not
subscribe. Already I come home to a
backlog of the Bull (or Radcom as we now
have to call it), to name but a few.

What happens to all those electrons, you
ask. Well, they migrate into your radio and
accumulate. In older tube radios, there was a
"grid leak" resistor circuit, which allowed
the electrons to fall on the ground. Now you
can't see them, but they're there. As more
pile up, they slide into your back yard.

May I also offer my compliments to your
crossword compiler? The crossword is good
and rigorously constructed, and well up to
the standard of the Times puzzle, which I've
won four times. […]

Tube radios, because of the "grid leak" last a
lot longer than solid state radios, which stop
working when enough electrons have piled
up inside to short it out.

With vy 73 de G2JL
________________________________

Now those electrons in your back yard want
to get back into the copper wire, so they
"pull" the antenna down to be re-united with
it. Since the antenna is high, and they're on
the ground, this attraction is not strong, but
on a windy day the electrons get lifted from
the ground towards the antenna, pulling it
down again.

Way back in 1975 I worked KJ6CF
(Johnston Atoll, Central Pacific, now KH3),
the QSL route given at the time proving
fruitless. Updating my DXCC entities
recently unearthed the fact that I hadn‟t got
a card, so hunting on the Net and QRZ.com
came up with N7AXY as a potential lead.
Sending off a card + SAE + $ bills to Henry
I received an e-mail from him saying yes,
indeed he might be able to help, having
access to the logs and still having some
original cards. Bingo! The card duly arrived
and is now going through the DXCC UK
field check system. So this shows once
again that you should never give up hope on
receiving that elusive exotic DX QSL card,
even after 35 years.
73 Dick, G4DJC

From G4DJC

The wind often brings in free electrons from
your neighbour‟s homes (from TVs etc.), so
there may be a lot of these things around. If
too many electrons get lifted up all at once,
they overload the antenna, causing a heat
mark, or worse getting back into the radio.
Now this is why your antenna usually falls
down on windy days. At least, that's how I
understand it.
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IOTA News
Annual Update
1. Customers of Checkpoint Robert Small BRS 8841. This is the time of year when the
deadline for the 2011 Honour Roll and Annual Listing looms large. Applications and
updates submitted online on or before 31 January will count for the 2011 tables as long
as the supporting cards sent to checkpoints are postmarked no later than that date.
Updates postmarked after 31 January will be processed in the normal way, but scores
will be held over to the following appearance. Listing in the tables is restricted to those
participants who have updated their scores at least once in the previous five years. In the
case of the 2011 tables this means since the 2006 annual listings. If you wish to remain
listed, check to see that you qualify and, if not, make a submission on or before 31
January 2011. The tables will appear on the RSGB IOTA website in the Spring.
2. Customers of Checkpoint John Butcher, G3LAS. John alerted his customers by e-mail in
mid- November that he will be away from home from early January through the whole
update period. If you have not updated, it is now unfortunately too late to do so in time
for the 2011 listings. John will deal with any updates received on his return.

Update of data in IOTA Directory (2009 edition)
IOTA reference numbers issued
OC-278

V73

Ujelang Atoll (Marshall Islands)

SA-099

PJ2

Curaçao (from 10 October 2010)

Operations which have provided acceptable validation material
AF-037
AF-083
AF-091
AF-092

9L0W
TS8P
TS7TI/P
TS7TI/P

Banana Islands (November 2010)
Djerba Island (April/May 2010)
Plane Island (September 2010)
Kuriat Island (September 2010)

AS-039
AS-193

R0/US0IW
HZ1DG/P

Beringa Island, Komandorskiye Islands (August-October 2010)
Farasan Kebir Island (November 2010)

NA-078
NA-078
NA-171

XF1HUQ
XF1HVF
XF1RCS

Magdalena Island (November 2010)
Magdalena Island (November 2010)
Venados Island (November 2010)

OC-029
OC-087
OC-278

V73QQ
V73QQ
V73RRC

Majuro Island (October 2010)
Enewetak Atoll (October 2010)
Ujelang Atoll (December 2010)

SA-012
SA-057

YV7/UY5ZZ Margarita Island (October/November 2010)
CW3TD
Timoteo Dominguez Island (December 2010)
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This list includes operations where validation material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given. In all cases cards now submitted will be accepted by Checkpoints
if they meet normal standards.
This means that the island name should be printed on the card.
New IOTA group
Following the ARRL announcement of four new DXCC entities in the former Netherlands
Antilles, we were able to announce IOTA's position just after 10/10/10. Curaçao, in accordance
with IOTA rule E.5.5 (Island DXCC entity group), became a new IOTA group with the
reference number SA-099, operative from 0400 UTC, 10 October 2010. Contacts made prior to
that time/date continue to count for SA-006. Bonaire remains as a valid island within SA-006, so
its IOTA status does not change. There is also no IOTA group number change to Sint Maarten
NA-105 or Sint Eustatius and Saba NA-145, islands split from each other long ago in
accordance with IOTA rules.
Validation was not required of the many PJ2 operations taking place since 10 October 2010 and
counting for SA-099. Cards will be accepted in the normal way, even if they have the previous
IOTA number SA-006 printed on them.
New IOTA Directory
Here's advance notification that a new edition of the IOTA Directory will be published in May
2011 with the same co-editors as previously: Steve, 9M6DXX, and Roger, G3KMA.
Anniversaries
On a personal note 2010 saw the end of my 25th year of running the IOTA Programme as IOTA
Manager. No one thought in 1985 that the programme would expand in the way it has. Its
success has been due to the support of dedicated volunteers here in the UK and, not always
recognised as fully as they should be, to a team of overseas volunteers. Personally, it has not
always been an easy path, but for the most part it has been a a satisfying and worthwhile one.
The next anniversary will be IOTA's 50th birthday in 2014. It is not too early to start thinking of
a programme of events that can do the occasion justice. Offers of help and suggestions would be
appreciated.

Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
20 December 2010
E-mail: IOTA_HQ@rsgb.org.uk
Personal website: www.g3kma.dsl.pipex.com
RSGB IOTA website: www.rsgbiota.org
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The RTTY Column
Roger Cooke, G3LDI

Band plans and operating

propagation on Top Band that it is largely
ignored. Power line noise here does make it
very difficult to use for any mode. The point
is that we do need some conformity
internationally, something that seems like
the proverbial light at the end of the tunnel,
impossible to achieve.

The anomalies thrown up by the differing
international band plans are quite revealing.
It is also quite possibly one explanation of
the overlap that occurs during contests. I say
„overlap‟ with my tongue slightly in my
cheek. Here is where you will find most of
the RTTY activity:

Of course, this raises tempers when contests
are in progress, band plans are thrown to the
wind, and the „win at all costs‟ mentality
takes over. This is what causes so much
dissension among those amateurs – and
there are lots – who do not like or do not
participate in contests. Even in the muchattended RSGB CC contests, albeit short 90minute events, there are the DQRMers, to
use a contemporary phrase. I have suffered
it myself, and please bear in mind that I am
playing devil‟s advocate here to some
extent, being a contester myself. Such is the
proliferation of contests now, that there is
scarcely one weekend in the year without
the bands being overpopulated with those
exchanging numbers.

80m: 3.583 – 3.600 (3.520 – 3.525 in Japan)
40m: 7.035 – 7.043 in the UK, 7.080 –
7.100 in the US
30m: 10.140 – 10.150
20m: 14.070 – 14.099 (avoid the NCDXF
beacons at 14.100)
17m:18.095 – 18.105
15m: 21.080 – 21.100
12m: 24.915 – 24.925
10m: 28.080 – 28.100
Contesting is not allowed in the 30, 17 and
12m bands.
RTTY allocations for 40m vary greatly all
over the world. In the US RTTY is
permitted between 7.000 and 7.150,
although most US activity is between 7.080
and 7.100. DX activity is often found
between 7.020 and 7.045. This is because
here in the UK and EU these are the main
allocated data frequencies, brought about
because we only had 7.000 – 7.100, unlike
the „good old days‟ when it was 7.000 –
7.300. What a heaven that would be once
again! The ARRL promotes 7.040 as the
RTTY DX calling frequency, but the CW
QRP stations use it as their calling
frequency too.

Trying to maintain a gentlemanly attitude is
something we should all aspire to, but I
have heard DQRM from SSTV stations who
seem to stalk 3.730 – 3.740 and beyond and
despite no contacts being conducted, should
an SSB station appear anywhere near those
frequencies, a SSTV signal suddenly
appears on top of it. The same applies to the
suggested RTTY frequency of 3.600 –
3.620. Continental SSB stations object to
this most vehemently. This is the reason
why most UK stations won‟t put their
RTTY toe into the EU SSB water!

For US operators, remember that RTTY is
not allowed in the phone portions of the HF
bands except on 160m, where it is legal
anywhere in the band. Here in the UK we
have the majestic enormity of 5 kHz, 1.838–
1.843 kHz. However, such is the

Spectrum Forum meeting
BARTG sent Ian Brothwell, G4EAN, to the
recent Spectrum Forum meeting and he was
somewhat apprehensive about the reception
he would receive. BARTG would like to see
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the 7 MHz band sorted out now that we
have 7.000 to 7.100, putting RTTY and data
modes in the region of 7.080 – 7.100 to
conform with the other HF bands. Although
this will take time to sort, he was pleasantly
surprised with the attitude of the meeting.
We shall have to wait and see what happens
in due course, as it will take time if such
progress is to be made as it affects other
modes and groups too.

to all modes, not just RTTY. I do a lot of
listening, like most G3s I would guess, and I
am hearing run-of-the-mill stations calling
CQ and issuing 599 73 QRZ to each caller
and that is the extent of their conversation. I
do hear some - what I would call – „normal‟
contacts, but they seem to be fewer and
fewer these days. I used to leave the
receiver running on one contact whilst
working in the shack, and was able to learn
a lot that way. It is becoming rarer these
days to hear such contacts - a sad reflection
on our hobby, I feel. This is why my CQ on
RTTY (although a macro!) contains the
phrase “If you don‟t want to chat please
don‟t call. I am not in a contest”.

As for operating on 40m in the USA, this is
what Don, AA5AU, had to say about the
band. He was talking about the NAQP
Roundup, running SO2R.
“The biggest impact should be on 40 meters.
I plan on staying high in the band above
7.080. Actually I normally operate up there
anyway during all Roundups when the 2nd
radio is on 20 meters. I've had a lot of calls
from EU up there, so you don't have to be
low to work EU on 40 meters. Running
SO2R, when operating above 7.080 kHz,
the harmonic on 20 meters is above 14.160
kHz so there is less interference between the
2 radios when operating 20 and 40 at the
same time.

Anyway, I shall take off my GOM hat now!
BARTG Sprint 2011
This highly popular contest will take place
from 1200z on Saturday, 22 January 2011 to
1200z on Sunday, 23 January 2011.
Hopefully you will have received the CDXC
magazine by then [I sincerely hope so. Ed.]
and will be able to participate. It is the first
BARTG contest of the year, and I, for one,
will not be gardening that weekend, so will
be playing in it. It won‟t be a serious
attempt, due to my rotator being stuck, but I
will be dishing out some points anyway.
The full rules, as always, are on the BARTG
website at www.bartg.org/contests.

REMEMBER, IN THE USA WE CAN
NOW OPERATE RTTY BETWEEN 7.1007.125 kHz. I've not heard RTTY up there
yet. We should take advantage of this space
and I hope we see RTTY signals there
during Roundup. I'll certainly go up there.

It is an all-band event only and the only
exchange necessary is the serial number,
NO report needed. If you want a set of
macros for N1MM, e-mail me and I will
send you the ones I use here. The closing
date for entries is 1 March 2011

Unfortunately we lost RTTY above 3.600
kHz on 80 meters, so there may be more of
an impact on 80 this year as compared to
previous years when both contests ran the
same weekend.”
This reinforces the argument about shifting
RTTY et al to the top end of the lower
segment.

Working DX in Split
I have done it, you have done it, and
everybody has done it! If you say you
haven‟t then you are either the perfect
operator that every DXpedition is looking
for, or you are telling porkies! This incident
was seen on the RTTY reflector and I

General Operating.
What concerns me about „normal‟ operating
is a degenerating standard of QSO that
seems to predominate these days. It applies
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empathised immediately with it, because I
have done exactly this, much to my chagrin.

It was situated just above the main tuning
dial and was a large very bright white LED.
You couldn‟t miss it. It is just what is
needed on ALL modern transceivers.

“On Monday afternoon ZD9T was on
RTTY 20 meters listening up. One of my
DX Club members was the first to work
him. I worked him about 5 QSOs later.
While I was watching the ZD9T work the
pile-up, I saw my friend‟s callsign for his
club station go by on the ZD9T frequency.
The cops were calling "up up, you lid" and
finally my friend stopped calling. Last night
at our DX Club meeting I asked him about
it. He said that he went to the ZD9T
frequency to tell someone "up up up" and
forgot to reset the split!”

ZL8X
I didn‟t really get tempted into working this
one. My beam is stuck side on and my linear
is defunct, so I didn‟t bother. I did very
nearly scream, however, when my friend
Chris, GØDWV, a CW student of mine, told
me that he had worked them twice on CW,
and once on SSB and RTTY. I really would
have liked a contact on RTTY, but that‟s
life!
I hope you all had a great Christmas, and a
very good New Year. May it provide you
with lots of DX and good chatty QSOs.

I think we can all relate to this! One major
problem is that some modern transceivers
when in split mode have a very unobtrusive
„split‟ LED to show that. If that was a more
obvious bright white and large flashing
LED, it would yell the situation to the
operator. I now make doubly sure by
checking the SPLIT LED before calling.
The best I ever saw was on the Icom 7800.

73 de Roger, G3LDI

CDXC News Service
News and updates are published through the CDXC News Service on our website
at www.cdxc.org.uk/news.
Information about forthcoming DXpeditions, details of members' trips as well as CDXC
events or other announcements which are relevant to CDXC members are widely
publicised through this page. The News Service is also monitored by certain DX
newsletter services and websites.
If you would like to submit your own news, please click the link at the top of the page,
or go directly to www.cdxc.org.uk/submit_news. There is an option to submit a photo as
well as text. All news is credited.
If you have any questions about the CDXC News Service, please contact Tim
Beaumont, M0URX (tim@m0urx.com).
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Contest
Lee Volante, GØMTN
Contest

By the time I was trying to hoist the 160m
inverted-L into the air, it was starting to get
dark. I‟d not used this antenna for a while,
and it had become caught around several
branches of the apple and pear tree it goes
over. Eventually I found myself perched on
stepladders, illuminated by a small
floodlight, trying to lop off the tops of the
small branches to free the wire. After this, I
was laying radials over the crisply frozen
lawn. When I returned inside I was
extremely pleased to find that the antennas
were resonating and all looked good and
there would be no more trips out in the cold.

Welcome to the first „Contest‟ of the New
Year. I hope that everyone had a good
Christmas and that Santa somehow
managed to fit a new tower, a monoband
Yagi collection, an amplifier and assorted
goodies under the tree in the living room. If
he didn‟t, you can at least take solace that
most of us similarly missed out this festive
period. There‟s always next year. As I write
this, the weather is still decidedly wintery,
with freezing temperatures and snow on the
ground. It‟s not exactly the best conditions
for going outside and playing with antennas,
winding up towers, or „going portable‟, but
if your home station is ready to go, literally
being stuck in the house can give extra
opportunities for getting on air and trying
out a few weekend contests.

Normally I would have had my evening
meal and contemplated an early night, ready
for the start. However, my brother and his
fiancée were just moving house that day,
and had asked if I could help them. So a few
hours of the evening was also spent in the
cold, carrying heavy boxes. I thought, “I
need to wake up in just a few hours, and
effectively not get any rest until Monday”,
which seemed like a very long way off.
When I did get home, I went straight to bed,
and allowed myself an extra hour before
starting the contest proper.
Obviously
everyone has different operating preferences
and strategies, and also different reactions to
alarm clocks after two hours of sleep.
Normally for this contest I miss the first
hour in order to get a „reasonable‟ first
night‟s sleep, so I should be pretty fresh for
the first 24+ hours. So I also missed out on
Tip #2: Be prepared, in that I was updating
SuperCheckPartial and DXCC country files
(for those extra PJ multipliers I was hoping
for!) mid-contest. I was expecting to fit this
all in well before the start.

CQ WW DX CW 2010
The last big contest I took part in was the
CQ WW DX CW Contest in November,
which will seem like a long time ago when
you read this. Whilst spelling out a few
suggestions and golden rules in the last
issue, I noticed with some irony that I was
failing to follow them come the biggest
contest of the year. Tip #1: Be rested
before the contest. I‟d taken the afternoon
off work so I could get home and put the
antennas up and lay radials out before it got
dark. I lost an hour or so waiting for some
BT engineers who were trying to resolve a
crossed line problem between my
neighbours and I. After it was resolved and I
had a functioning landline again, I was
straight out to the garden. I moved the
support tripod for my windom to the centre
of the garden, losing the „stealthy‟
appearance it had when tucked behind a tree
to one side, but gaining three-way guying
which is very reassuring if there is any
wind. This took a little while to complete.

I‟d not thought the very latest SCP file
would be such a necessity, but I was
surprised at how many callsigns were brand
new to me. Most of these were new short
Russian contest callsigns, which definitely
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seemed to be out in force at the weekend.
As was suggested at K3LR the previous
year, if you log a callsign in CQ WW that
doesn‟t appear in the very latest SCP file,
including the callsigns of the announced DX
operations, then be suspicious of it. I was
finding myself doubting my receiving
ability so much as these strange new calls
that it was time to do something about it. It
was also great to hear quite a number of the
new individual UK Short Contest Callsigns
in action too.

improve, so I dropped back down to 15m
for a while. Of course, whenever I checked
10m later on it sounded very quiet indeed.
However, perseverance paid off with
frequent checks throughout the whole
weekend, when sudden bursts of USA,
Caribbean or South American stations
would arrive. Six or 8 multipliers in around
five minutes were an unexpected bonus on
Sunday evening. Sometime the signals
would peak to a perfectly workable S5 or
S7, only to be gone completely minutes
later. Many „workable‟ multipliers got away
as I could not break the pile-ups
surrounding them. Of course, the multioperator stations and those with bigger and
higher antennas were exploiting more of
these slim opportunities to work DX, with
100+ entities being available to the top tier
over the weekend. Hunting for multipliers
in this way, so reminiscent of 6m
propagation, added a different element to
the contest, in contrast to the grinding out of
3-point QSOs at the highest rate possible on
the other bands.

In the Single Op All Band category, being
on-air for as much of the contest as possible
is sensible. So after my slightly late start I
settled in for lots of band sweeps of the low
bands in the early hours. My perennial
disappointment with CQ WW is the amount
of DXCC multipliers I seem to miss, and
especially on 40m. However this year 40m
seemed to go reasonably well, beating 20m
and 15m with worked multipliers. “Work
more multipliers”, “Work more 3 pointers”,
and “Keep up Rate” are the mantras to live
by, and I was pleasantly surprised that
things seemed to be going well when
compared with previous years entries for the
same category.

(The ARRL 10m contest run a few weeks
later was largely similar, although with
worse overall band conditions. There I made
a single quick QSO to the USA with my
Yagi at 14 ft on the Saturday whilst doing
chores, and when I returned on Sunday for a
few hours, with mast raised and amplifier
humming, it was a struggle to work almost
anyone. But those with patience and time
over the whole weekend were rewarded
with a reasonable overall haul of countries
to work, even if the QSO volume was
relatively paltry.)

Of course, the good conditions favoured just
about everyone, and after the contest we can
see from the post-contest reports and scores
on the various Internet sites lots of records
are due to be broken when the results are
announced. The low bands weren‟t
particularly noisy, and 15m as well as 20m
played well, allowing the contest traffic to
be spread around the bands. No band
sounded overly congested, but the activity
and QSO volume was still obviously there. I
had more success calling CQ than I
remembered with 100W, and didn‟t find
myself up at 14.120 or 3.600 in order to find
a clear spot.

After the CQ WW dust had settled, I started
to check the 3830 scores to find out what I‟d
missed. From home I don‟t produce very
low-angle signals, and my zone and outside
EU multipliers were nothing to write home
about. It was particularly galling to see huge
scores posted from the likes of JT5DX,
ZD8O, NH2T, 9M6, 9J3, 5H3, V26, EY etc.
that somehow had managed to elude me all
weekend, despite hours and hours of tuning
the bands.

10m was fascinating. The first signals on
Saturday were heard very early when I
checked whilst hopping between 15m and
20m. I worked a few European stations on
10m and thought that the band would then
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A very good summary page has been
created at www.pileup.ru which combines
the published claimed scores from
submitted logs with 3830 postings. I hope
the style of this, with drill downs by country
or entry, will be considered for the
forthcoming CQ WW website update. It
was great to see some claimed EU number
one spots for UK stations: GØORH on 21
MHz, G6MC (G3AB) on 3.5 MHz Low
Power, MW5B (G3WVG) on 3.5 MHz Low
Power Assisted, GW3YDX on 1.8 MHz
Low Power. Congratulations to all of you,
and also to everyone who took part in some
shape or form.
Contest
Pile-ups
Occupancy in 2011

and

in terms of filter bandwidths. Contest
software has developed to allow operators to
„log on‟ in multi-op contests, so that their
preference for window layouts, voice and
CW messages is maintained. Perhaps the
earliest fully featured example of this was
the FSDXA‟s StarLog suite, mainly
intended for DXpeditions, but also for some
contests. I wonder if we will more
commonly see the personal preferences
transfer to radio settings as well, perhaps
with the radio parameters being set via CAT
control when an operator begins operating.
Even for single ops, being able to change
perhaps dozens of settings with a single
click, for example choosing between „casual
QSO party setting‟ and „CQ WW from Zone
35 chaos‟, could be advantageous. There are
some options already available to exchange
settings between radios, perhaps via cable or
memory card, but this has potential to be
made simpler in the future.

Band

Recently Roger, G3SXW, sent a summary
of the 9L5VT CQ WW M/2 operation in
memory of Vince, K5VT, to Voodoo CG
operators past and present. This triggered a
technical discussion on the pile-up handling
abilities of the Elecraft K3, compared with
its predecessor the K2, and other radios.
Whilst the „straight out of the box‟
configuration may not be ideal for every
operating scenario (and some could argue
„why should it?‟), the K3 and almost all
modern HF transceivers have a very large
number of parameters that can be modified
from an extensive choice of menu settings.
Whilst the level of individual configuration
that can be done gives unprecedented
flexibility, there‟s also the downside that
some owners may not utilise these features,
or find it difficult to tune the parameters as
appropriate pre-contest if they don‟t have
the conditions, antennas, or „instant pile-up‟
to hand. Serious contest expeditions to rare
places could spend some pre-contest time
tweaking and tuning to get a competitive
edge, if a common list of suitable settings
had not been found by the radio or contest
community already.

I‟ve reported before that with growing
numbers of K3- and FT-5000-class radios in
use, their owners may more commonly find
relatively clear spots of the bands to
transmit on, only to cause unacceptable
levels of problems to their neighbours using
older technology receivers. Likewise, your
„clear frequency‟ may be anything but to
many listeners, even more changes in skip
and relative signal strengths are considered.
I‟m aware of this happening in CQ WW
CW, where a Pacific area station appeared
to have his frequency „blatantly stolen‟ by
someone in the US. After an e-mail
exchange the USA station apologised and
said they were casually operating, and had
left their new radio filtering with a very
narrow bandwidth and were not aware of
what was going on around them. So be
mindful of this and tolerant – knowingly
stealing frequencies is not acceptable, but
there can sometimes be accidental causes.
Endpiece

More difficulty arises when operator
preferences come into play – some may
prefer a different AGC response or DSP
characteristic, or quite different preferences

There‟s not been too much in the way of HF
contest news over the last couple of months
to report on. The RSGB 21/28 MHz contest
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has won a reprieve for 2011, to update what
I had written about in the last issue. Many
DX and domestic contests will be run over
the next few months, from the 80m AFS and
80m Club Championship contests, to the

CQ WW 160m and ARRL DX events.
Happy Contesting, and let us know how you
found them.
73 Lee GØMTN

_____________________________________________________________________

M6W CQ WW CW 2010
Dez Watson, G3WW / GØDEZ
My favourite section of the Digest is always
the „Contest‟ column. Lee has made several
appeals for more contest write-ups of late,
so for what it‟s worth, here‟s my
contribution. Sadly what follows isn‟t about
a record-busting score or details of a „big
gun‟ station; instead it's a very ordinary
account of the 2010 CQ WW CW contest.
The point of the article is, though, that it
might encourage those of us without beams,
amplifiers or acres of real estate to
participate in, perhaps enjoy, but not be
deterred from entering contests.

work. So for 2010 I was determined to enter
Single Band 80 Low Power Assisted,
perhaps work a few new counters on the
way, and of course, air the Short Contest
Call.
My only preparation this time was to just be
on during darkness - not tricky. On the
physical side it's generally accepted that in
the run-up to a major contest it's a good idea
to have a few early nights in bed. For me,
the week preceding CQ WW was spent
working night shifts. This definitely did not
mean my body clock was adjusted for 80m.
I was ready for bed at teatime before the
contest and certainly not relishing the twohour drive from the Home Counties up to
the Midlands on the Friday evening.

CQ WW CW is usually marked on the
kitchen calendar well in advance these days.
Juggling a wife, two young children, and a
third 'harmonic' on the way, means
contesting (not „sport radio‟) is a once or
twice yearly activity. I'm just grateful that I
spent my 20s and 30s contesting without
restrictions, or being at the other end of pileups from ZD8 or ZC4.

My father, Bill (G4EHT), had recently made
a shortened 80m vertical, built on a 30 ft
fibreglass fishing pole and costing all of
£10/Dollars. He said I could do the contest
from his QTH, which is a small bungalow
on a typical residential housing estate. The
garden is no more than 30 x 30 ft and
surrounded by conifers and other trees that
tower above the fishing pole and provide
very good RF shielding. Resonance on 80 is
achieved with a loading coal wound on a 2.5
litre plastic paint pot to provide the required
inductance and this sits about 1/3 of the way
up the antenna. The radiating element is
PVC-covered stranded wire run up, then
taped to the pole. I didn't have many pre-

Entering a couple of contests per year tends
to focus my attention more on strategy. My
favoured category is Single Op All Band
Low Power. I prepare strategies for band
changes and study propagation predictions
in detail. During the last few years I've
noticed how good 80m has usually been and
have often thought about doing a singleband entry. However, each year I wimp out
at the last minute and work all-band instead,
thinking I'll eventually run out of stations to
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contest goals or expectations, and Dad was
as curious as me as to how his latest home
brew aerial would perform.

The bandwidth on the shortened vertical
was fairly narrow, around 30 kHz, but with
stations as high up the band as 3.600 MHz I
thought a remote ATU at the base of the
antenna would provide more useable
bandwidth. I brought with me a small LDG
auto-tuner which was hastily placed in the
snow and clothed in bubble wrap. I then
tried to get a couple of hours rest.

My first impression was how little
background noise there was on 80,
particularly for a vertical in an urban
environment with quite a bit of snow falling.
I was hoping the antenna wasn't an elaborate
dummy load, but those fears were soon
quashed once the contest started.

I can't remember if I actually slept or not,
but I returned to the radio at around 1400 to
find silence. 80 had not yet opened. The
Reverse Beacon Network (RBN) was
suggesting plenty of activity towards the
east - and slowly but surely as the clock
approached 1500 a solitary station from
Zone 18 gradually became stronger and
stronger. I must have called for 30 or 40
minutes until eventually RC9O was a
genuine 599 and at 1543 he was safely in
the log. I shouldn't have been too concerned,
though, because the teatime period yielded
several other Zone 18 Asiatic Russians.
Zone 19, however, proved totally illusive.

I usually spend the opening hours tuning the
band from top to bottom, searching and
pouncing (S & P), as I tend to struggle to
hold a run frequency with 100W, especially
on the low bands. The first hour yielded 41
DXCCs and 9 Zones from 68 QSOs.
Reviewing the log, I worked 50% of my
total Zone count during that first hour. The
highlight of the 00 hour was C5A (Gambia)
which would be the first of a dozen new
band/slots (BS).
Into the second hour and the S & P
continued. I was rewarded with HK1MW
(Colombia) for my 2nd new BS. European
single pointers dominated, but a handful of
big guns from the Caribbean and the
Americas were logged between 02-05z and
propagation extended as far west as Arizona
and California, which I consider DX on 80m
whatever the antenna. PJ4A (Bonaire) was
new BS number 3 during this period.

The early evening was almost exclusively
taken up with European 1-pointers. My S &
P rate was much slower compared to the
opening few hours of the contest and by
now I'd worked almost every station on the
band. The RBN now started to come into it's
own, and for the remainder of the contest I
was picking off new stations almost as soon
as they came onto 80, which was great fun.
The RBN and Skimmer have received
mixed reviews since appearing on the scene,
but after my first real experience of RBN in
a major contest I admit I am very impressed.
The Assisted category may well become my
default from now on.

A 20-minute spell around 0600 was
extremely lucrative, resulting in three new
BS courtesy of VP2E/K1XM (Anguilla),
V47NT (St Kitts & Nevis) and FY5FY
(French Guyana).
Good propagation continued, and the dawn
period harvested more 3-point stations from
the west including HI3A (Dominican
Republic) and PZ5T (Surinam) for new BS
numbers 7 and 8 respectively. I decided to
call it a night and broke off at around 0830
for some warm porridge - and I also wanted
to have a close look at the antenna now it
was daylight.

In the hour before midnight, 80 improved
and A73A (Qatar) and C31CT (Andorra)
became new BS number 9 and 10. It was
satisfying to know I'd made a good band
choice for the 2010 contest. I was enjoying
this as much as an all-band entry. As
Saturday turned into Sunday the QSO count
reached 700, which was my initial goal for
the entire contest - yet it was only half-time.
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DXCC multipliers stood at 89, which
already exceeded any pre-contest targets.

along with ZL8X (Kermadec Islands), who
was occasionally audible but the limitations
of the station were apparent.

Day 2 continued in similar style, cherry
picking stations as they appeared on the
RBN. Almost everything I heard I worked,
although many of my completely new 80m
entities were quite weak. As always there
were some really good receivers and ops out
there. Occasionally the RBN would alert me
to some semi-DX, say OHØ (Aland Islands)
with a big pile-up that I really didn't want to
waste time in. I'd tune a few kHz away and
then find a second OHØ with no callers. It
was reassuring that the tried and tested S &
P method should not be discounted.

As the whistle blew I was delighted with a
tally of 99 country multipliers, 18 Zones and
1,055 QSOs. I never expected to almost
make DXCC on 80 over the weekend but I
have to say the band often sounded like
20m.
Who knows, perhaps next year I'll use a
'proper antenna' maybe a full-length ¼wave or even a 4-square - any offers? Or
maybe I'll just stick up a 10-Dollar fishing
pole. Whatever happens, CQ WW CW will
once again prove to be one of the best
weekends of the year on the radio.

I got the impression that conditions were not
quite as good during the second half of the
contest, but this did not prevent me from
working the Voodoo crew at 9L5VT (Sierra
Leone) and TI5N (Costa Rica) for new BS
numbers 11 and 12 between 0300-0400.
Soon after that, though, tiredness finally
caught up with me and I fell asleep for an
hour at around 0500. Luckily I woke in time
to catch the dawn peak consisting of more
Ws, many in Zone 4. I stopped for a break at
0845 and this time I did manage a few hours
shuteye.
Often a bonus of doing a single band entry
is that you can fit other activities into the
contest weekend. A family celebration and
meal was planned for Sunday afternoon and
it was nice to attend this. My 10-year-old
nephew also needed transporting to his
Foundation Licence training course, and I'm
delighted to say that a couple of days after
the contest nephew Thomas became
M6EHT.
Back to the contest then, and signals were
once again workable from around 1515. JA
eluded me, despite hearing several good
strength signals from Zone 25 around our
sunset. The final evening push towards
midnight saw very few new multipliers, but
I continued to pick off each new station as
they came onto the band and the rate
remained steady. VK and ZL eluded me
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Not the GB2RS News




suddenly appear on the frequency you‟ve
been on for ages, send „QRL?‟, then
immediately go ahead and call CQ anyway.
_______________________________

Amateur radio to feature in future
New Year honours lists
The „Golden Lid‟ awards coming
soon
Debatable antics again on the bands

Not forgetting some „big signal‟ CW
enthusiasts who, having just worked the DX
station, move up a mere 1 kHz at most and
start to call CQ there - immediately causing
considerable QRM, despite a highly
selective modern rig and practised ears at
the DX station end.
________________________________

„For services to amateur radio‟ was a phrase
once again sadly lacking in the recent New
Year honours list. However, as of 2012 all
this will change. The Chiltern DX Club
(CDXC), in association with 10 Downing
Street, has been entrusted with the task of
compiling a list of suitable candidates for
the award of a knighthood, say, an OBE or a
CBE. Please send your nominations,
including full documentary evidence to
support this nomination, to Sir Martyn
Phillips, G3RFX, at CDXC headquarters.

Heard recently too on 14.195 MHz one
morning: a DX station in a huge pile-up,
„listening up 5‟. OK, fair enough. More to
the point, though, this gentleman had
decided to adopt that most infuriating of
practices, working by numbers, so „No. 6
only‟, followed by „No. 7 only‟, and so on.
As for what this DX station‟s callsign was:
that was anybody‟s guess, seeing as 15
minutes later he still hadn‟t given it.
________________________________

[He’s jumping the gun a bit, isn’t he? Ed.]
________________________________
At the other end of the scale we have the
new „Golden Lid‟ awards, to be conferred
annually at the RSGB Convention in
October for, as it says in the citation:
„Consistent on-air behaviour beyond the
bounds of occasional stupidity‟. However,
bearing in mind the nature of these awards,
it is considered unlikely that any of the
recipients will actually travel to the UK to
receive their „Golden Lid‟ awards, despite
the kind offer of free flights by the Italian
airline Alitalia.
________________________________

On Sunday the 30th of January the Chipping
Sodbury Amateur Radio Society meets up
for a fox hunt, followed by a barbecue.
Contact Reynard Grills on 01454 352076.
________________________________
Solution to Prize Crossword 43
S K
I
A L
L
T A
R
I N
E
M Y

Meanwhile amateur radio psychologists
continue to work overtime in an attempt to
understand some of the strange antics to be
heard daily on the bands. Examples include
stations who - in a big pile-up on 20m SSB,
say - call the DX station more than once on
the same day, in the same pile-up. Are they
simply suffering from acute amnesia?
________________________________

B L
A
P R
G
C O

Likewise causing some of us to tear what‟s
left of our hair out are CW stations who
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The winner of Prize Crossword 43,
November 2010: Les Styles,
VK4BUI, Queensland (via e-mail).
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 The kind of aspirations that mountaineers
have? (4,5)
9 Joy as family member loses capital (7)
10 Always very strong signals from this island?
(3,4)
11 Block off nearby cul-de-sac (5)
12 Wormlike woman Daniel disturbed (9)
13 Monarch accepting unusually awful conflict
(4,3)
15 French sweetener found in South American
city (5)
17 Unfinished building about right for one
worshipped in Egypt (5)
18 Girl Lorca abandoned (5)
19 Girl to make some changes to letter that Eliza
rejected (5)
20 The basic facts - unprocessed and somewhat
back-to-front! (3,4)
23 Singer having a drink by the side of lake in
Italy (5,4)
25 Board put forward a plan (5)
27 Card game seen in Vatican as taboo (7)
28 Dr Eric, a terrible bore! (7)
29 Said former partner did the ironing (9)

1 Plants the army like (6)
2 Is it only 1 across for these workers? (6,4)
3 Without cover, like the Royal Navy after the
Battle of the Denmark Strait? (8)
4 Beg the cops to arrest the French anarchists'
leader (5)
5 Plain green ties fashionable? (9)
6 Erase part of church, losing hospital (6)
7 North African queen who accomplished
nothing? (4)
8 Le gratin, cooked - that's essential! (8)
14 Hertfordshire homes used for storage? (10)
16 Piece of meat not worth very much in part of
the city (9)
17 In this place marks of approval, by the sound
of it, for these free-thinkers (8)
18 A timid girl, we hear, this native American (8)
21 CW outside the law leads to word blindness!
(6)
22 City surrounded by water in part of Europe (6)
24 In summary, select again for national team (5)
26 Contest held in November, usually (4)
Deadline for entries: 20 February
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Frank H. Bliss, G3IFB
It is with much sadness that we record the death of Frank, G3IFB, on 23 October 2010 after a
long illness. He was 81.
Frank was born in1929 in London. On leaving school he joined the GPO at Dollis Hill and
served in the RAF from 1951 to 1953 (deferred National Service). In 1960 he was in Sydney,
Australia. On his return he joined the technical side of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
and while working for them at Hanslope Park he met Betty. They were married in 1965. She
predeceased him in July 2010. In the early 1960s Frank moved to the Admiralty at Bath to work
on sonar projects. In 1966 he transferred to GCHQ in Cheltenham to work on technical
procurement management.
In the mid-70s Frank developed a life-threatening brain tumour which necessitated, at short
notice, a major surgical operation and a long period recuperating on sick leave. Although he
made a good recovery and was able to return to work at GCHQ, he continued to suffer residual
health problems, which meant that he did not reach his earlier potential. He retired in 1988.
Frank‟s abiding pastime was amateur radio. He was introduced to home constructed wireless
sets in the 1930s by his father, a GPO engineer. After the war he started to build his own radios
for the SW bands. His first project was a regenerative receiver using 955 acorn valves. In 1949
he acquired a BC348 and become a very active SWL, collecting QSL cards from all over the
world. He obtained his licence in 1952. His first transmitter was built into a TU5B case with a
6V6 oscillator and a 6V6 PA. In 1953 he built an Elizabethan transmitter with 807s in the PA
running AM and CW on 80m to 10m. In 1958 he joined the GC3AAE DXpedition to Jersey
(now GJ) and made the first SSB contacts from the island using a KWM-1. While in Australia in
1960 he held the call VK2GP and was active on HF with a DX40. He was an RSGB QSL
Bureau Sub-manager in the 60s.
Frank‟s main interest was working DX. He had an enviable DXCC record. His all-time
confirmed totals were 367 mixed, 324 CW and 335 phone. His DXCC records list such deleted
calls as VK9RY, VK9GA, UN1AB, ZC5AL, FQ8AP, OQØDZ, 9S4CH and FQ8APO. He had
32 deleted countries confirmed, which shows that he started serious DXing early in his amateur
radio life. He was on the DXCC Honor Roll, but was missing 3 entities for top spot - KH7, P4
and 4W (Yemen). The last was particularly annoying because he had confirmed Aden, Kuria
Muria Is and Kamaran Is - all of which now come under 4W!
Frank was one of the few Gs to hold 5B WAZ. He also had various RSGB Commonwealth
awards. His LoTW account shows 6 pending credits including K5K (Kingman Reef) on 30m
that will up his CW total to 325. It is believed that he only ever had a modest station. Certainly
this was the case during his 44 years in Cheltenham where he had an 80/40m trapped dipole at
8m agl (also used on 160m) and a TA33/TB3 type 3-element tri-band yagi at 10m. He used midrange rigs and had a small linear.
His all-time confirmed scores are: 160m - 61, 80m – 235, 40m – 287, 30m – 228, 20m – 339,
17m – 231, 15m – 312,12m – 208, 10m - 299. To have achieved all this with his modest station
is a testimony to his skill and perseverance. He was a member of RSGB, CDXC, FOC,
RAFARS, RNARS and Cheltenham ARA.
Derek Thom, G3NKS, and Tony Woolford, G3SNN
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